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S5,rs.s sar-’.siv S“.X'sssosira:"early ohuroh. whose theology was deolaively shaped b.ytL^®s^onL?
'^iiristendom has produced major th'eolotiicsi ^espon^ibi

logy “ thrfiirof'
connection with evangelistic endeavors. »^“Th^

7v°'?{
^ oontenporary Aaerican Protestantism", in Religion and^2 ^iS222E of Esi Tiliich. ed. ... Leibrecit. ijTTT^pf^195;^. Anaerson, %e Theoior/ of the

Loiiaon, bJM press, 196I, p. 4). ^2 -iis^ion,

+
wonder then that too often the study of the historv nf

concerned itself only uath endless analy^s of theologicalo^rontations, heresxewS and church splits. This is not all wrong. There

of
concern for definition of the truth, toe ourityof the faito, and the xntei--relation of differiiig dhristiaia viewiDoints. Bat

^
^ch XR inwariuturned theologies are balanced and challenged and eru

like thf
oe noithj Biblical nor Christian. The twentieth century,

^

Chrintia^
“"es™ "“st be not only for those already

it musf^- patently not Christian. Ir. oUer vor
It. must be ecumenical, which means M/orld-n‘ de",

A *u ^ ^ thesis in this paper is that in the twentieth century, at last, asin the first, just such an outward-looking, mission-minded theology is in theprocess of formation. It has developed out of the modern missionary movement,
it has been forged in the great ecumenical raissinaary conferences of the twentieth
C 01i vVl A ^ •

Hie analogy to the development of doctrine in the early church is
striking, .^ seminary student of the history of doctrine knows.)^ for eeample,how the ahui-ch*s theology of Christ, its Christology. g^-ew out of a back^^round
of controversy and debate, tut how the church w’as led by the Spirit to work itsway out of its disagreements into a theological consensus through the greatfcume^cal Councils. The first, ^iicaea in 325 X.J., reached agreema-it toat

second, Constantinople in 3^:1, added that Christ is also
human, third. Tphesus 431. declared that Cr^rist is one in his person. Hie
lourth, toalcedon $51, added that Christ is twc' in his nature—human and divine.

^ think it is pressing church history too far bo suggest that
in mu to the same i,ay, though not so definitively, the Spirit has been leading
the Church through four great modeiTi ecumenical counferences, cut of controversy
and debate tow^d a nev^ conser.'mis, a vit-al new theology of jiassion. The four
council.s to which I will refer are Edinburgh in 1910, Jerusalem 1928, Madras
1938 and khitty 194?. Each of them has contributed in its own indispensable
way to an emerging pattern of theology of mission for our time.

i. TdlnUir::h 1?10 , and the g75n-:ellcGl Consensus.

rtjA
first vorld-vd.de, interdenominational missicnarj' conference met

at Edinburgh in I9IO. It has been called the ’’beginning of the eouinenical
mov^ent . Its theology was the great 19th century Protestant consensus which
rested squarelj on the authority of the I’ible, and v:as troubled with no doubts
about the inadequacy of the pagan religions, or about its own ndssion to
"evarrelize the world in 1-his generation”.
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;3d«e l^ecent v/riters, ia criticize the theology of that first
ecumenical conference, VLTb ' ii«^s a? being toe Biblically simplicistic.
Gerald Anderson, in his book The Theolojy of the Gliristian Mission writes that
•'tiost participants (at Edinburgh) seeded to take for granted that the Great
Jo.nraission of Jhrlst ’was the only basis needed for the missionary enterprise,"
(London, SG’’, I96I, p. 9 ), it is^ mrTiT~fir quite inaccurate^ to
oversimplify in such a patronizing way the evangelical Protestant consensus
of the last centu]'}'. '"he misunderstanding perhaps arises from a SEK&rszJsn
teiidenc;^^ in rnodern writers to confuse that consensus with the later fundamenta-
list move’.ent. Eiinburgh « as evanfrelica.1, rot fundamentalist . Its theology
of !?ission was built on more thari Biblical proof-texts, it was the end-proiuct
of more than three hundjred years of highly sophisticated reformed theology,
stimulated and broadened, Ivut not diluted, by the currents of re’vival and mission

The theology of Robert Speer, fecrotary of the Board cf Foreign
iiissxons of the Northern Presb;>’terian Ohurch, U.S.A. , can be considered
typicui of Sdinbirrh, for he played a leading role at the conference. His
theology of lissior., which he cai'ried with him to Ldinbuj-gh had been set forth in
i:?*02 in his ml.ssiona^-.y PrlnciiAes and 1 rautice . In it he explicitly repudiates
the very kind of over-simplified dibiiciam which has been wrongly labelled as
typical of Edinburgh. '’The latt coi'maand of Jhrist," vn?ote Speer, "is often set
fortli as alike the primar;;' and conclusive argument for missions... But the work
of missions is our duty, rot chiefly because of the coranand of dhrist* s lips,
but because of the desire of Ms heart. He bade His church evangelize tho world
because he waiited it evangelized, and he v;anted it evangelized because He knew
that it needed to be evangelized. Our duty in the matter is detDrnrlned., not pri-
marily by his commaii:, but tt.o facts and conditions of life which underlie
it... The essential thing in the missionary enterprise, accordingly, is not the
simple repetition of the last comnajid of Christ and the eai’nsst affirmation:
'Hiess are the Jhurch* s mai’ching orders, and that* s an 'mri of it.* That is not
the end of it." The real root of mission, he goes on to say, is the "fundamental
place lissions hold in Ohristianity", and the warm response of the heart to
"the essential principles of the spirit of dhrint". (... F, Speer, Mssiunary
Ih^xnciplas an^' Practice . N.T., Revell, l?02, pp. 9^11^ italics rsins). S^ich

a statement sounds remarkably realistic and modem, and is anything but
simplicistic.

The same iistinction mst be nade between the evangelicad. consensus
and furidaaeiitaiisii simplicism in any analysis of the theology of mission of
tiie early aissionaries to ('lorea. Their th-aology was not ftindamentalism. Funda-
mentaiisir. ca.a3 into Rorea latei*, and was very influential. But ii'te pioneers
were pre-funda-ientalist. They belonged rather to the main stream of the Pro-

testaiit evangelical consensu s in which they hid boon nurtured.

for exaiipie, the theology of Mssion which my father, Samuel /U Moffett

took ivifch hi.i; to Edinburgh 1910, where he was a de?-e’'ate from Korea, was no

simple, proof-text obedience to the Great Gonnission. in I9 O6 he \rrot& for the

Giiinese Recorder on "Policy and liethods for the Evangelization of Korea", and

does not even mention the Great Goraaission until his last paragraph. To him

the taoological roots ff mission kesk comprised the v'hole bi'Ocii sr*ectrum of

Ghristian truth; "the Divine reality of the Gospel message", "the reality

of sin., the awfulness of its punishment, the wrath of Godj the reality of tthe
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repentance, and the absolute remission of sin to the tauiy penitent, the
reality of the r^enerating work of the Holy Spirit, of faith in (3irist as
the one and only way of salvation... the conviction that this Gtospel is
tne powejT of uod into salvation and that Ood is able and willing to save
aiiy and all who come unto Him..." These, he says, are •‘the basal princi-
ples or cenviotiions whicn underlie the work of evangelization and from
which it obtains its vitality." (Sa A. Moffett, in The Ghj.nese Recorder ,

Aai/-, 1906).

fnese ax’e also, to a d^ree, some of the "fundamental 3" of
fundamentalism, but the 19th century evangelical Protestantism which pro-
claimed these truths with passion auid conviction was as different from
tlie later rigia fundainenta3.ism as Calvin was differer.t from the Calvijiism

of the scholastics who followed him.

At the risk of being cal.led theologically reactionary, therefore,
may 1 respectfully suggest that a theology of mission for tomorrow T-ioild

do well to root Itself solidly in the abiding Biblical Insights of the

great evangelical consensus that gave birth to modem missions, frath
is truth, whether it was spoken eighty years ago or today. "Jesus Christ
is the Satie, yesterday, today and forever," A tlicclog^' of r.iicsion, which
for the sake of novelty and contemporary appeal, tries to bypass the gxgai
basic Christian facts of man’s sir, and God’s salv.ation, and the finality
of ana the power of the Holy Spirit, is no real theology .at all, as
the next generation was about to discover. lf2XEnteE:r<yTiar3::.ifft0CC^ifeafcacybp

wnfy>fti)Aicaattir\tiaftQdtoyjairnatmfch)Bm?aeac^

lx. Jafusaiem. l^^* the i\.ise of the Hew Theolo;:y .

fne great evangelical conson.su 3 did not last. As any studoiit

of tiieology knows, after Edinburgh, in 1910, cams the time of "the shaking
of the founaations, " lio use a phrase from Paul Tillich, 1^10 fundamentals
wore danxex, 'Hie Bible itseif came under attack, Scisnee questioned its
conclusions, literary criticism denied its unity, comparative religion
threw doubt on its uniquenegs, and a neir breed of theologians denied its
autoority. The old certaintie.o were clouded in controversy. The church
split angrily into two wrxring camps, fund.amentalists against raodernisits,

and tfor at least two decades, the wave of the theological future seemed to

be moving in the direction.af not of the conservatives, but of the liberals.

The contrast between the first great Tnlesionarg’' corferenco at
Edinburgh in 1910, and the second great international missionary conference
at Jenu.saJ.em in 193H, highlights a baric shift of emphasis in the prev^ailing

theology of mission. The theological certainties of Edinburgh were gone.
0H* An Anglican bishop at J eras ale® remarked rather sadly that "there used
to be a. thing called ’theology* idiich was Gorcel:, meaning ’thiinking about
God’ , which had become very unpopular, and there iras now a thing ca?.led

’iJhilosophy of religion* vnioh meant thinking about oui' own nice reelings,
and it had become very oopnlar." ( The ’'toetir^; of! the IiitCi-uational
missionary Council , N.X. IMC, 192fi, yol. 1, p. Bfe).

Edlnburgn empha.sized missiimary witness and evangelism,
Jerusalem discovered the social tro-'^pel. At Edinburgh Korea -r\as presented
as a field white for the cvangclicrl haidsc-st. Hie Jeiaisalem iweport* s i.iajor
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notice of Korea is pn 8S-pa,:;9 professional sociological survey of ’’rvural

Korsa: A Prei^/ninsry Suivrey of Etoonomic, Social and u^ligious Conditions",
( ibid , vol. 6, pp, 84-172;, At Edinburgh the delegate from Korea spoke
of evangeliai and the gospel. At Jeru sailed, Hugh Cynn, one of the Korean
delegates spoke of economics and industry. He asked for sn emphasis on
rural and in .ustrial vx>rk, for relief from Korea's -economic d^ression.
"It is emphatically urgent," he told the Conferenoep "that Korean farriers
be helped to nake a decent living. (i^lid* vol. 3, p. 186)

ixUch more shocking tnan the social gospel, however, to evangelicals
in the Edinburgh ioissxon tradition, i^as JerusALem's tolerance of the values
of other religions, a tcieraiice that lx>rdered on oyncretisni, t-.h;, £, Hocking
persuasively argued for "a new alignment of religious forces, a recognition
of awiiaiicc uxt.1 xdiatever is of the true substance of religion everyi-:here, ,

,

a t-oiid ieligio.i, ., not detached globules., (taut a merging) in tne universal
hUiiian faith in Uie Divine being". ( ibid, vol. 1, p, 302) VJhen, after
the Cerusaieia Confei’ence, ur. Hocking was made chairman of a i7ide-rangir.g,

iiigliiy ii'ifluuit-al s xiissionaiy inouiiy which took as its purpose a
thorough r«- thinking of traditional missior.ary goals and presuppositions,
it becaxiie appai'ent that a "new theology’’" of socia?. action and reiigious
inclusivisr.! had replaced Edinlnirgh's evangelical cons'nsus as Protestantism's
dominant theology of mission. (See V/, E, Hocking, xlcthinking !!issions . H.Y.
Harper 4 Eros,, 1932),

P^haps the pendulum had svT.ng too far from Edinburgh, If to

the liberal, Fliijiburgh seemed too fund ament alist, now the new theologians
thCTiselves came under criticism. Hocking wont too far. Even so ecumenical
a theologian as bisJiop Stephen Kei’.Ll of the Vorld Qouncil of Churches has
criticized the Jeiaisalen Conference as possibly "the nadir of the ricdern

missionary noveraent, , (the) moment at wiiich liberal theology exercised its
most fatal influence on missionary thinking, the lcx?est valley out of vdiich

ever siiico the Ldssionary \novement has been trying to make its way." (Stephen
ijeiii, Hie O'nfinished Task , Lond. U'ttervrorth, 19 57» r* ^-52? qhoted in E, S.

fife and A. ?. Classer, Jiission in ihrisis , Chicago, inter- Varsity Press, I96I
p. 120).

bat 1 an not ready to \Tite o.ff Jemnal^n's theology
as all loss, 1 am corr/inced that a theology of indpsion for today must
have its x'oots not only in Edinburgh, but also in Jerasalen, Lt raust have
the depth ox’ Edinburgh* 3 great ovaiigeiical truths, but it also needs the
breadth of Jerusal©n*s sweep5.ng human compassion and conc.=5r*n, Tlic delegates
from Korea at >:Air)burgh and at Jenisal were both
right, rdy father lAras not v^ong ^-ihen he said the TOrld needs the good neivs

of Cod's salvation. And Hugh Cyrin was equally id-ght in saj'lng that Korea's
farmers roust be h<^ped to make a decent living...

"Our fathers were impressed !d.th the hDrror that non should die

without Ciirist," says the Jenisslen rtatement. share that horror. We
are impressed also v5.th the horror that nor. d'orld live i;ri.tho’at Cl-irist,"

A complete theology of mission must mainta?J5 that balance, Ho theology

so obsessed with life in heaven that it neglects man's life on earth will

do. ..’itness cannot be separated from som-ice. Preaching and good works

belong together. If your theology of mission in simpler preaching the gospel,

and mine is simply doing good or demanding justice, we a?e both wrong.

Jesus did both. He "came preaohiiig" says Hark (Me, Is 14); and he "went

about doing good" adds Luke (Acts 10s3^)« Bol^i emphases are in tlie Bible,
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If the church's theolog:/ of mission has nothing to say about
the coBsuraing hunger of two- thirds of the world's people, about poverty,
and about social justice; if it has no relevance to the felt needs of the
world's peoples, it is not the theology cf Jesus Jhrist who fed the multi-
tudes. The Christian can no longer say, "Our mission is to witness, not
to feed." Kicholas Berdyaev ans^/ers for the whole church when he sa^’’s,

"bread for myself is a physical problem, but bread for ray neighbor, for
eveo’’one—is a spiritual probleia. "

Today' s theology of mission idll neea more than evangelical,
doctrinal depth. It vdll need social passion arid concern.

111. I:adras , 1?3^^» aivl the Keo-Orthodox Keactioi. .

if,- the I93O3 the liberal gospel of human concern ana religious
tolerarce reigned supreme. In missions, it stepped up the tempo of social
action, ;diich was aJl to the good, Eut 01 * the debit side it almost cut
the nerve of evangelistic zeal. Xf theology is so inclusive, as in the
Hockir;g report, men began to ask, "Wiy convei’t the heathen? There are so

many good pagans, and so raariy bad Christians?"

Aiid then, as quickly as it had arisen, the shallow optimism of
the liberal's world view vras rudely shattered, wax’s aixd depressions and
concentration caiaps smacked more of man' s original sin than of his infinite
pei'fectibility. Theologically, lari Barth and the continenLal theology of
crisis slashed at the very foundations of the naive liberalism of the 20 s.

Neo-oi’thodcxy found the key to human history not iii man's Imiig progress to

Cod, txit in the judgment of a righteous God upon sinful man in every age.

It did not deny the importance of a social gospel. But it xeminded the

social activists that a religioa vjhich b^ins with maxi will never reacl:i

God, (Karl Barth, The V.’grd of God and the sord of nan , tr. 1928) \

Comparable to Barth in the general field of theology, was the
equally explosive impact of another crisis theologian, Kendrik Kraemexq in
the more specialized field of theology of mission, Kraemer was a former
rfiissionary to Indonesia, like Ba..*th a lieforitied theologian, and the distin-
guished professor of the Hr^stoiy of Religions at the University of Leyden.
His boo:^. The Christian Message in a Nor>- Christian World (H.Y., Harper ^ Bros.,

1936 ) was a point-blank reversal of almost evex*ything Hocking had declax'ed

at Jerusalem, where Hocking genially callea for co-existence witli other
faiths, Kraener was alaost harsh in his insistence that Cliristijuiity raust

"radically displace" the other world religions, ke cannot pick the good
and discard the bad in these religions, he wrote. Tliey are "all-inclusive
systems and theories of life rooted in a religious basis", and must be
either accepted or rejected as a totality. (Kraer.ier, 00 . cit . pp. 102 , 112£,

)

IT.e third International Missionary Conference in Madras, 19 3^,

reversed the emphases of Jerusalem alinost as completely as Kraemer rie-

versed Hocking. In fact, Kraeraer' s book, which is probably tlie most irw.

portant single vrork in the field of theology of mission written in the
twentieth century, was prepared at the request of the ecunenical orgariizers

of tka:.txjgia the Madras Conference. ( ibid, p. v, ) Ths theology of Madras

centers arouiui Kraemer' s theology of "radical displacement". It is not
quite so radical as iCraet.ier, and in places is nearex’ to Biminner than to

Barth, but it bears the marks of what Kraemer called "Biblical realism".
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Its basic theology of mission is summarized in the Madras "Message":
"that God was in Ghrist reconciling the world unto Himself. . . His full reve-
lation (is) in Jesus Ghtist* His Son ottr Lord,, He alone is adequate for the
world* s need.. We see and raddily recognize in ( non- Christian )religions).

.

values of deep religious experiences and great moral achievements. Yet ve
are bold enough to call men out from them to the feet of Christ. . . We see
glimpses of God* s light in the world of religions.. Yet we belfeeve that all
religious insights and experience have to be fully tested betfSre God in Christ;
and we see that this is true within as well as outside the Christian Church,,"
(The Madras Series, Authority of the Faith , vol, 1, pp. 134-185)

>/hat then do we learn from Madras? We learn that a theology of
mission for the world of today cannot afford to be too tolerant and uncritical
of the cultures and religions of the world. Madras is realistic. It knew a
world of deiaonic disharmony, and man’s sin and God’s judgment on untruth.
But it also knew huirdlity. It confessed that the judgment of C-od falls on
the Christian too, and the church, The ;whole world stands before the
judgment seat of Jurist.

iV, Whitby, 194? , and Partnership in Mission.

After Madras 19 3S came Whitby 194?, the fourth great ecumenical
missionary conference. Its mood was very different from Madras. Madras met
in the shadow of impending war, and distrusted man and his culture. It de-

clared 'Tith neo-orthodoxj'’ that God alone id.ll judge and save. But Whitby was
expectant and confident. The war was over. The younger churches had come of
age, Christianity was no longer Western and limited. It was TOrld-vdlde, and
east and west together, surely, could roach the world for Christ. This new
mood of hope and expectation found, expression in the Whitby slogan, "Partner-
ship in Obedience", which meant "Partnership in Mission",

A theological corollary of the ne;^ partnership was that theology
could no longer remain Western. It rpist indigenizs in the Sasfc, as it had
in the Jest. Bat th3.s nei^ thrust 3.n the theology of mission has set off a.

lively debate which is still rag?-ng. Is there really such a thing as a

"Japanese theology", or a "Chinese nat^ive- colored, theology", or an "original
Korean theology", in general Europesuri theologians, and evengelical conservatives,
and the neo-orthodox have said "lio". But Asiatic and American th-x>logian3 and
liberals have said, "Yes". Actually the division is much more complex.

Chinese theological dries, for example have produced tliree general
positions on the subject, (See Jonathan TierwEn Chao, "Some ideas on the
jtrection of Chinese Theological development" in Occasional Bull etin of the

Missionary'’ Resear/ich Library, XX, no. 6, Jul.-Aug,*T9^oy! There is the
radical synergi^i of tm Hwai-CJiin and others who suggest that there is not

really much difference betwef^i the Chinese and Christian idea of God and

ethics, and who therefore s^iggests expressing Christianity in Chinese religious

thought forms as the best way to make China »Christirn. To vhich conservative

theologians like Charles Chao retort that instead of making China Christian this
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will more likaiy malce CSiristianity Jonfuoians and that there need be no
difference between Eastern and Western theology if both are based on the
Bible, (ibid, quoting Uhao, Charles H., ” Discussing ‘Chinese Theological
Thought* with /ir, vVU iiuai^chan, ” The K^omied Faith and Ldfe, Jan-Mar.

1967, pp, 1-6). And uhere is also the more moderate position of theologians
liK© Shoki (riwang) doe witxi his "tesct and context" theology (Goe, Shoke,

"feiwt aiid oonteict*', i^or tlieasi Asxa Journal of Theology. X, vol, 1 (Mar, I968,

pp. 126-131), and dong dnoan-3eng of Tainan Theological College Trf.th his
**ti'ieology of incarnation". As Jesus came to earth in human form, he jjuggests,

so the gospel must come to China "incarnated" in the Chinese context,

but the difference between Christianity and other religions remains absolute,

not relative, (bor*g, choan-seng, "inaugural Address", T^ieng Ch*iao, Oct.

10, 1965? and "Obe'iience of Theology in Asia" in Southeast Asia Journal of
Theology, ii,voi, 2 O'-t. i960, pp, 7-15? and "The Vdtness to Christ in the
World of iCeiigions", SEAJUi 11 vol, 3, Jan, 1961, pp. 20-25),

European reactions to Asiatic indigeni7,ation attempts have been
highly critical. Herwig wagner*s book Ei^stgestalten einer einheimischen
IhtioloKie in Judindian (H. Wagner, Erstgestalten einer einheimischen Theologie
in Sudindien : Ein Aaoltel indrscher Theoiogiegeschiohte als kritischer Beitrag
zui ^finitioh von * tlLnlieltgischei' Theologie* . Munich, Chr, kaiser \Terlag, 19o3)
is ti:ie first serious westein appraisal of indigenous Indian theology, but it
is also a slashing neo-orthodox critique of three Indian theologians— A. J,

Appasaiay, r. dianciiiah and ChaKKerai^for attempting to reconcile the
iri'econcilable. rio finds fault with Appasamy forinnwiooessfully comb5.ning

God* 3 roveiation in Clirisu wiuh a bhakti-type mysticism of h\man response.
He oiiticizes Cnencniah for coiiflising diristianity and yoga. And he is not
satisfied witii Ciiaki^arai* s efforts to reconcile mystic liberalism and
dialectical, biblical theology.

lilt Asiatic theologians, in turn, have not been afraid to argue
bacx, even in Jsq>an wnei-e for so man^r years neo-orthodoxy reigned supreme,

tCazo Kitsudori, for example, whose "theology of pain" is the most original
and raost Japanese theology yet to apr>ear crosses swords both ^rith liberals
and Bai’tliians, With liberals because they took the pain out of love and

falsified tlie gospel. With Barthians because they transcendentalized the
"pain of God" and isolated it in the Trinity. This "neglects something very
impoi’tant tliat Luther and Paul saw in the love of God, namely, the pain
caused by God*s care for the sinner", says Jllchalson in his sucnary of
Kltaifiori* s theology, ( Carl I-iiohalson, Japanese Contributions to Christian
Iheology . Phila, Westminster, i960, p. 77 )• Equally important, to Kitamorfc

neo-ortliodoxy, with its principle of discontinue.ty, fails to appreciate
the ijapoi tance of pain as a link between man and God, particularly between
man in Ja^^an and God, For Kitamori* s theology of pain ros forged in the
pain and anguish of Japan* s humiliating defeat. His is a theology of rJ.ssion,

its pin^pose is to make Christianity real and relerrant in contemporary Japan,

AnotncjT irupoi*tant Japanese theolo^ of mission is the "theology
of meaning" of i^iasatoahi Doi, He sees the restoration of nearing as the
catalytic evangelistic principle which can make Christianity real to Japan;
for modem Japan, he says, has lost it s sense of meaning. "The Christian
Mission," he writes, "has its roots in the ultimately meaningful event of Jesus
as the Christ," (Masatoshi Doi, "Introduction to a Theology of Mission" in
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Studies ^ the Uhristian xieligion , Doshisha u. Kyoto, XXXIII, no. 4, March
19557 pp. l-5» aiid liTii no ShiiiA'a^u (Theology of Meaning), Tokyo, Nihon Kirisuto
Kyodan Shuppanbu, 15^)

There are voices raised in criticiaa of tiie new atiphasis on
indigeijiaation. One of the most thought-provoking is Ai’eiid Th. vaii Leeuwen,
in his Ohritxanity in »^<orld xlistox-y (London, Sdinbuxgh House Pi'^ess, 19c4),
Insteau of apoiogiaing for Western cultural eiac&ibs i;i Jhi'istiaiiity, vai»

Leeuwen replies that there is no turnixig Lack of history and that actually
its rtestemiaation strengthened rather thari weakened the faith, as for
recent atte?iots to indigenize theology, he warns, ’’There is a real dariger

that a Jiurch beset with too tnnder a conscience about her foreign origin
and character may waste her energies in adaptirig herself to aspects of an
indigenous culture already consigned to the past and doomed to become out of
date. “

1 woula agree that tiiere is no paxticuiar need for an ’’Eastern

theology" to be set against and contrasted witii "Western theology". But
I submit that the case made at '.^itoy for "partnership iii mission" is still
valid. Today's theology of mission needs botii East and West. It will be a
theology bo which ail pai*ts of the world have contriUrted their insights,
a theology, laoreovex', ac^comodating itself to special px^esexitatlon arid

adaptation to diffei’ent cultui’es in differ-cnb areas, even as the Bible it-
self must be translated into the differing iariguages of the world.

>A>nclusioiu jUi closing, tliarefore, let me say again that 1
beixeve tne abioing pattern of tne tneology of inissxon for our day will be
a woveii patteiTi, not made of one tnin biiread only selected from a sijr*gle

theologian* s theories, nor from one church alone, it will be ecumanical,
drawing its major strengthening strands from the four greatest lUissionary

councils of our caitury, composed of men from all countries and all «liurdi8S,

bub lea by one Spirit.

From Wlxitby 194? will come a partnership in mission and theology,
with the Last leaxTiing froia the West, ar«d the West listening to the East,

aixd botli togethex* witiiessiiig to Uie whole world. From Msuiras 193S will
come tile recfiindei* that partiiership is not enough. The mission is Ck>d*s, not

ours, and East and west icust listen first to God, not to each other, for all

are under judgment, Jerusolea 1923 will quickly add that God is love, not
doom; and that man has his duty to his neighbor as well as to his God, Arid

first, last and always, Edinburgh 1910 vdil insist that Uie pattern is not
for us to make bo our own fancy, but that God* s pattern of mission for tomorrow
will not be false to his revelation alrea»iy given in Jesus Ghrist as revealed
in Scriptui*e,

111 a wordi VAiitby stands for partner sl~d.p; and Madias for God,

JerusaL^i adds compassion and social action; and Edinburgh stands for
the eternal go spat and the good news of salvation. These are the great and
enduring strands out of vdiich our theology of raissicn for today must be
woven.

SaiHuel Hugh Moffett
Seoul
October 17, 19 69
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DS 33 - THEOLOGIES OF MISSION

Fall 1984

This doctoral seminar will center on theologies of mission
with special emphasis on twentieth century trends in Conciliar (mainline)
Protestantism, Evangelical (conservative or independent) Protestantism,
and Roman Catholicism. A research subject will be assigned to each
student, open to negotiation, for preparation and presentation to the
seminar for discussion led by the student. In the light of the discussion
the paper may be ai^ended before the end of the term.

The seminars will explore the theologies of the Councils from“
New York 1900 to Vancouver 1982 of the INC the WCC; the evangeelical
conferences from Chicago 1960 to Pattaya 1980; and the papal encyclicals
on missions and Roman Catholic pronouncements on mission from Vatican II

1965, Medellin 1966 and Puebla 1979 with some attention to recent Vatican
reactions to liberation theology. Recommended preliminary reading : Rodger
C. Bassham, Mission Theology: 1948-1975.. Ecumenical, Evangelical and

Roman Catholic.
T

A parallel line of inquiry should be selective studies of

representative theologians, such as, to name a few:

Conciliar Protestant--Speer , Hocking, Bavinck, Kraemer, Hoekendijk,
Blauw, Newbigin, Warren and Mott. n

Evangelical Protestant - Conn, Glasser, McGavran, Lindsell, Wagner,
Strachan, Sider and Stott.

Roman Catholic - Comblin, Gutierrez, Schmidlin, Rahner, Vicedom,
Congar, Seumois, Buhlmann...

Of equal importance are the contributions to missiology of such
third world voices as M.M. Thomas, Raymond Panikkar, Orlando Costas, D.T.

Niles, C.S. Song, S.J. Samartha, Byung Kato, John Mbiti, Toyohiko Kagawa
and Kosuke Koyama...

Any of the above would be suitable subjects for research and
presentation. Or suggest others. Special care should be taken in

preparation of a bibliography.

Attendance at the three Student Missions Lectures by Prof.

Hulmes, October 1 and 2 is required in lieu of that week's seminar
period. Attendance at at least two of Prof. A.L. Bashan's lectures
Nov. 27 and 29 is also required on the same basis.

Recommended general reading on mission theology:

G.H. Anderson, The Theology of the Christian Mission. 1961

Wilhelm Anderson, Towards a Theology of Mission. 1955

G.H. Anderson & T. Stransky, Mission Trends #3: Third World Theologies. 1976

D. Senior & Carroll Stuhlmueller , The Biblical Foundations for Mission. 1983
A. Glasser & D. McGavran, Contemporary Theologies of Mission. 1983

Bibliographical reference : G.H. Anderson, Bibliography of the

Theology of Missions in the Twentieth Century, 3rd. ed., N.Y. 1966.
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Dr. Samuel Hugh Moffett, missionary to China under

the Presbyterian Church in the U. S. A., was on the

faculty of Nanking Theological Seminary and is cur-

rently at Princeton University.

This speech is one of a series delivered at the Division

Assembly held at tlie Royal York Hotel, Toronto,

Canada, January 3-6, 1952, by tlie Division of Foreign

Missions of the National Council of the Churches of

Christ In the U. S. A. and its related boards in Canada.

Additional copies may he obtained from:

DIVISION OF FOREIGN MISSIONS
National Council of the Churches of Christ

IN THE U. S. A.

156 Fifth Avenue New York 10, N. Y.

There was^^a Ume^when Christians didn’t feel

the need to^e-examine the Christian Mission.

They didn’t need to ask why they had missionaries,

and what missionaries were supposed to do. It was

almost axiomatic. It was simple, and dangerous,

and overwhelmingly urgent. It was as simple as the

command of Christ, and as urgent as life and death.

^ For, millions upon millions were dying without

Christ. Every second saw more souls slipping into

a Christless eternity. No one had ever given them a

chance. No one had ever told them that they could

live forever in Christ. Faced with a challenge as

simple as that, the Church exploded into the mod-
em missionary movement, a race against time and

against the devil for the greatest of all prizes, the

eternal salvation of the human
VVVV7 IktrOff «l.lvU3Sw>v» --4*
If you are expecting me to ridicule that vtial-

lenge, I am going to disappoint you. It has never

seemed ridiculous to me. As a matter of fact, in

large measure it was, the chalKfbe which sent me
to the mission fieicT ®ut you^ Know as w^l as I tK^’

there came a day of the shaking of the foundations.

The old urgencies were denied, or at least ignored.

No one seemed sure of anything eternal any more.

So the challenge changed. The Jerusalem Con-

ference of the International Missionary Council

said: “Our fathers were impressed with horror that

men should die without Christ; we are equally im-

pressed with horror that they should live without

Christ.” It was a shift of balance, really, more than

a denial—a strategic withdrawal to what was con-

sidered firmer ground. Millions upon millions are

living in misery and in filth. No one can^eny. that.

No one has ever given them a chance. No one has

ever helped them to the life abundant that Jesus

came to give them. was a challenge to a future

in history—a future without hunger and without

hate, without sickness,and without tears, where all

men are brothers^and the habons shall study war
no more. So the Church went forth to build the

D .'ifer

i-

tVuSiwxf
’C^\\

has

never seemed ridiculous to me^p f^ed the hungry

and heal the sick and work for pea<^i^^uTagain you
know as well as I how the paralysis of doubt struck

once more. The foundations shook and the roof fell
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in. Wars, depressions, brutalities, cornip|fi^^lu a

disheartening crescendo of defeat—unifaS tins with-

in what too many had believed tcus tlio Kingdom,

western civilization. The Kingdom refused to stay

buil^^an^^e byj[^ lose hope,

nave D^nlTie two fanilliar symbols of the

missionary: the saver^of souls, and the builden of

the Kingdom. The problem of our time is that nei-

ther is quite able to carry all Christendom with Usmit

to tne Mission. - Hv
^

X /Actually, in basic motivation, there is not iiuich

/difference between the savenof souls and the build-

enof the Kingdom. In both the motive is love. Hut

I am beginning to question just how far love is the

motive of the Christian Mission. Was it the motive

original mission of the Church?

fe^dov^ek^ fundamental. It was love that

started the missiot^^ “For God so loved the world

that he gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever

believeth in him should not perish but have over-

lasting life." But that was the love of Cod, the

Fatlier. The missionary was God the Son. ^
not preparing to deny that it was

love that brought Christ into the world on His mis-

sion of reconciliation. However, it may be worth

noting that the Bi|)^e does not say so. It is fu[l of

His love for*^»w, a compassion that knows no

bounds, but where are we told that He came to the

world because He loved it? Insofar as the Hibh) dis-

tinguishes between the Son and the Father in ref-

erence to tlie mission, it tells us that the Father

founds the mission because He loves, the Son goes

on the mission because He is sent. I ho motive of

tlie Son, the missionary, is obedience.

Look at the glimpse Paul gives us into the mind

of Christ before the mission. The lesson is not love,

but humility and obedience, “even unto the death

of the cross.” (Phil. 2:5-8). Ho loves the world, of

course, but He goes because Ho is sent. Ho loves

the whole world, but Ho goes to the jews because

He is sent. That is tlie only explanation He gives of

the narrowness of His mission: “I am not sent but

to the lost sheep in Israel.” Ho loves the world

enough to die for it, but He goes to the cross be-

cause He is sent: "Not my will, but thiuo, bo done.”

The insistent, compelling motive of the mission is

ft'
h/«u> 6 ^\}

obedience. God is love, but it k obedience that

forged and focussed and incarnated that love ii^o

Tlie lesson is absolutely the same when we turn > f-*

to the apostles, the first missionaries of the Church.

Was it love for a despised and rejected race that

sent Philip to the Ethlopiai^ Not according to the

record. “The angel of ^e Lord spake unto Philip,

‘Arise and go.’ " And he went. Was it love tliat sent

Peter to the proud and unclean, to the centurion?

Not according to the record. “The spirit said unto

him, ‘Arise and go’ . .
.” And he went.

Was it a passion for millions of lost Gentile souls,

dying without hope and witliout Christ, that made
Paul the apostle to the Gratiles? He lo]^d his own
people too much for that. jfcjTobedienc^rnade him
a missionary. "Separate me Baibas and Saul,”

says the Spjrlb/ind obedienc^ent Wn, almost re-

luctanily, Ibe Gentiles. “The Lord commanded
me, saying, ‘I liave set thee to be a light of the Gen-

tiles.’” In the strange new world of the Bible, apos-

tles and missionaries are made not by looking at tbe

1 liey g() m love,'but they go Because they obey. ^ u
At this point most of us are inclined to change *

the subject in embarrassment and go on to more

practical things like techniques and methods, and

campaigns and appeals. How can we wait around

for missionaries to listen to the voice of Cod? I re-

member a girl in college who was earnest and in-

tense and desperately wanted to go as a missionary

to Africa. But God had not called her. Tliere were

no voices, no visions, and this inexplicable silence

on the part of God was making her almost ill with

anxiety. So one night, a tough-minded, realistic

friend of mine stepped in to take a hand. She gath-

ered a group of girls togetlier, robed tliem all in

while sheets, and at midnight stole into tlie troubled

girl’s room, moaning in hollow tones, “Como to

Africa. Come to Africa.”

Don’t laugh at the poor girl, waiting for the voice

of God. She was ns much right as wrong: wrong

in her stereotyped ideas of how God speaks, but

completely right in believing that without tlie posi-

tive assurance of God’s leading she would never be

a mlssi( lary, even if she did go to Africa. In a
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sense, we are only dressing ourselves up in white

sheets and stealing upon the unwary, when we set-

tle for the presentation of a lesser motive...

Weigh carefully all the hundreds of other factors:

Christian*l^^.de healtli, talent, strat-

egy, Scripture uself. I would not dare to minimize

their importance. But not all ^^2?
together can

properly send^ Ctoti^ towjiussion until ftiey

can gatlier fr(jm"^em ,
as'^dici Paul irom vision at

Troas, the assurance that the Lord has^calledih&i

to preach the gospel, not where lh^ is, but there

where God sends 1h6n.

\JLast weelOl heard a very great missionary speak

movingly of the Christian mission as “a war of

amazing kindness.” As I read the book of the Acts

of the Apostles, another phrase comes to mind. It is

also “a war of amazing assurance,” the assurance

that God has spoken, and we obey. The motive is

obedience.

And what is the task?Wha^,^

do over there? Weli,'l^e^ ^tter —
him to do. d ambegAning to tliink that at least one

'Tea^n why I was thrown out of China as an em-

bezzler was for doing what God did not tell me to

do. Let me hasten to add that I didn’t really em-

bezzle. All I did was keep the books as treasurer for

mission and presbytery, but I was an American with

financial responsibilities, and that is all the Com-

munists needed to slap an embezzlement charge

on me. I can tell you now with all the great elarity

of hindsight tliat God had not ealled me to keep

financial records. It was the best lesson I have ever

had on tlie urgency of the need for transfer of

authority to tlie younger Church.

After all that is what God sends us to do. The

task is ^ojbuild up the Church. It is the essential

task tliat sets apart tlie missionary from all other

callings. He goes from a church that is able to send,

hke Antiock to a lai^ that has no^h|irch, or to a

church that M not yet able to ^ulf place in

tlie mission.,]^ still lilce the classical definition of

tlie full church: self-governing, self-propagating

and self-supporting^ Awl uUi A A, U .. v.
\ ^ ^

'^'^e c^qial question is: Ilow do we build such

a""i:humW I don’t want to be trapped here on the

horns of the usual dilemma: How are you going to

bu^d-that churchy by saving souls, or by saving so-

ciety? When did God tell us to do either one? I can’t

save souls. Souls are saved by the Holy Spirit And
I can’t save society. Society will be saved, and the

Kingdom built, only by the Triumphant Christ.

The missionary is not sent out to be God. He is sent

out only to obey Him. And I think God sends us, as

He sent his first missionaries, to witness and to

serve. It is as simple—and as difficult—as that. First,

witness. Tell the good news. That is something,

God says, that &bout saving souls, and

He will do the res^Am sec^(S, ^rve. Help others

in love, as you are ^le. That is^omething youp^
do for society, and He will do the re^'Ine ^averof

souls and the builder of the Kingdom must learn

obedience in these two simple tasks. That is the

way the Church is built.

The first task is witness. Tell the good news. That

is the useless side of Christianity, our Conununist

friends hked to tell us. “Look at us,” they said. “We
get results: land reform, economic justice, and an

end to feudalism. What does the Church do for the

people? It talksl” I have just seea a-new-rel«ase

frem-di«^ar-E8stem^pn|"Qffice-ef »the Division

of a Chinese Communist

listing of the order of importance of various occu-

pations. It with soldiers, then movei on

through a long fist of professions in a descending

order of usefulness, until it comes to a dismal end

with “prostitutes and missionaries.” »... -r,» ,

The Christian must reply that in the sense those

Communists understood “usefulness,” our main task

is not to be useful at all. They were interested in

tlie Church only as a tool in building up a new
China. But the Church belongs to God and not to

man, is' not inte^^^ to become the tool of

any social order—imperialist, or capitalist, or com-

munist. You remember how the Jews wanted to use

Jesus as a tool in building up a new Israel. They

wanted to make Him king, and He would have

made a very good king. But He refused. He said,

“I came into the world to bear witness to the truth.”

We are simply not sent to build the Church into

a useful tool for society. We are sent to tell the

truth. I don’t base my answer to the question, “Do

we need the Church?” on any long hst of Chris-

s\
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tianity’s contributions to civilization. I am a Chris-

tian, not because the Church brought schools and

education to England, or the eight-hour working

day to America, or ploughs to India, or modem
medicine to China. All that is true, but that is not

why I am a Christian. I am a Christian, and I be-

long to the Church, because from the days of the

apostles men have been proclaiming a truth that

changed history and that changed my life: that

Jesus Christ lived and died and rose again. IIow is

the Church built but by Christians? And how are

Christians made but by Jesus Christ? And how can

they know Him if they are not told of Him? There

is no greater mission than to bear witness to the

.saving, liberating gospel of the truth in Jesus Christ.

^ But Jesus also said, “I came not to be ministered

unto, but to minister.” The second task is service.

It is not quite right to say that the missionary’s

^'main task is just to tell the tnith. Ilis task is to win

men to the tnith, in Christ, which is something far

harder and more important. It is the beauty of Chris-

tian service that it makes Christian tmth easier to

believe.
« v .i.,-

Hu Shih once said that China has five great ene-

mies; "poverty, disease, ignorance, greed, and dis-

order.” A witness to truth that has no relevance to

“poverty, disease, ignorance, greed, and disorder”

will never win China for Christ, and it is no more a

Christian witness than a Christ who scorned the

poor and ignored the sick and refused to teach the

ignorant is the Christ of the New Testament. The

Church in China has been truer to its Lord than

tliat, and I am proud of its record in leading the

way in the struggle against these enemies.

Take the evil of poverty. It was a Christian who

first directed the use of modern methods to combat

the age-old curse of the river floods which sweep

away every year thousands of tons of China’s pre-

cious land. It was a Christian who first developed

drought-resistant grain for North China to lift its

farmers from the gnawing hunger of their uncer-

tain struggle for existence.

Or take the fight against disease. Was it only

coincidence that in 1945 all of Free China had only

130 civilian hospitals with over 20 beds, and of these

130 hospitals, 113 were Christian hospitals! And the

8

war against ignorance. Up until the war with Japan,

one out of every four of China’s college students

was in a Christian college. I am proud that the

Christian Church in China has made China’s fight

against these enemies a Christian fight.

And yet, from the Christian viewpoint, there is

sometliing wrong in saying that China’s greatest

enemies are poverty, disease, ignorance, greed, and
disorder. Some years ago I read an account in News-
week of three doctors, specialists at a medical

school, who went into the hospital wards for some
case illustrations for their lectures. One was a psy-

chiatrist, and he found a patient suffering from a se-

vere nervous breakdown. One was a skin specialist.

He found a woman suffering from a bad skin dis-

ease. One was an expert on the stomach and diges-

tive troubles. He found a patient with persistent

diarrhea. No one noticed that tlie object lesson used

by all three of the great specialists was the same

woman, until an old country doctor, a general prac-

titioner, glanced at her case history and cried: "De-

meji^j dermatitis, diarrhea ! Why, this woman has

pellagra!” And he was right. The others saw the

symptoms. He knew the disease.

Perhaps we have done too much specializing in

our diagnosis of the ills of the world. "Poverty, dis-

ease, ignorance, greed, and disorder”—all that is

true. But there is a deeper ill than these, a sickness

unto death which will never be cured by surface

attacks on the lesser evils, anv more than that worn-

an’s pellagra could have been cured by individual

treatment for nervousness, skin disease, and diar-

rhea. The real disease, the disease that troubles the

whole world, is sin. Ultimately, the trouble is not

with the world, with our environment—that is the

Communist diagnosis, and it is wrong. Ultimately,

the trouble is with ourselves.

Here is the field of greatest service the missionary

can render to the world. Here both sides of his

great task become one. Here witness to truth be-

comes service, and the Church is built as weary

sin-sick people turn to Jesus, our Lord and Saviour,

who takes away the sin of the world. ^
r'but there is one hard fact that we had better face

/at this point, in conclusion. More people have

turned to Communism in my lifetime than have

9
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Upturned to Jesus Clirist. There are as many people

asking, Why is the Mission a failure?—as, What is

its motive and task? Is the mission a failure? We
have obeyed and gone out. We have witnessed and

we have served. Why don’t the people follow us?

Well, why should the people follow us? I am
wondering if there is not still another final lesson

in obedience that we must learn. Not long ago I

heard a young pastor speak of the story of doubting

Thomas. Why did the disciple insist on seeing the

print of the nails; why did he thrust his hands into

the wound in tlie side? It was more than simply to

identify the Risen Lord. He wanted to be sure that

the Lord who was asking him to follow was indeed

the same Lord who had suffered for him. Only

then did he follow.

Perhaps our trouble is that most of the world no

longer identifies us witn^Christ. To most of the

world, the symbol of the missionary is not even the

J saver of souls, or the builder of the Kingdom. It

may be unjust, but to most of the world the symbol

of the Christian missionary is a soft, white, rich

Westerner. And why should the people follow that?

They look at the Communist— and whatever else

you say about tlie Communist, you must credit him

with tins—that he is ready to sacrifice and to suffer

and die. Then people look at us who have lo.st the

marks of suffering of our Lord.l^^ twy r *v.ll ll^ U

Do not misunderstand me.^^do not ask to suffer.

It is our Lord’s suffering, not mine, that saves. But

how can we ask the world to follow us to Jesus

Christ until we are ready ourselves to follow Him?
And He still says, “If any man will come after me,

let him deny himself, and take up his cross, and fol-

low me.” What have I really denied myself? What
real cross do I bear? <

It is
“ » .1 . .

OiAl
oWcUvu
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EC 70 READING COURSE IN MISSION THEOLOGY AND STRATEGIES
Mr. Moffett

Welcome to EC70. An unexpectedly large number have signed up which
makes it impossible to find a time when all can attend an organizing
session. So let me get you started by campus mail.

Course desc ri ption . This is an introductory reading course in

missiology. It wiTT follow two tracks; first, tlie Biblical and

theological foundations of the church's Christian world mission; and
second, the practical, historical strategies of mission which have been
proposed by mi ssiologists to accomplish the missionary task. Some of
the significant authors who may be studies are listed in the catalogue,
and a list of recommended readings for your choice is added below.

Course requirements . 1. 1200 pages of reading (600 in mission
theology, and 600 in mission strategy),

2. One book review (1 page), due March 15.

3. Two papers (5 pages each, double space),
or one paper (10 pages). If two pages, one on mission theology, and one

on strategy. Each paper will focus on an analysis of a particular
author, or a single aspect of mission theology or strategy, with your
own critical reflection on tlie subject chosen. Examples:

The mission theology of Hendrik Kraerner; or William Hocking; or..

The "three-self" mission strategy of Henry Venn
"Missio Dei" as a theology of missions
Church growth as a strategy of missions
Christology and missions
The theology of missions of Vatican II, or Uppsala 196D, or...

The subject you choose must be approved by the professor (campus mail

will do or phone 683-1268). First 5-page paper is due March 29; the

second (or the 10 page paper) is due April 19. Papers may be handed to

the faculty secretary in Room 105, at 21 Dickinson Street.

Suggested readings (or choose others with professor's permission).
Theology:
^ G.H. Anderson and T. Stransky, Mission Trends #3. 1976

D. Senior and Carroll Stuhlmueller, Biblical Foundations for Mission
A. Glasser and D. McGavran, Contemporary Theologies of Mission. 1983

^ R.C. Bassham, Mission Theology 1948-75. .Ecumenical , Evangel. I R.C.
* H. Kraerner, The Christian Message in a Non-Christian World. 1947

Wm. H. Hocking, Re-Thinking Missions: A Laymen's Inquiry.. 1932

Lesslie Newbigin, The Open Secret. 1978
J. Blauw, The Missionary Nature of the Church [Willingen]. 1962

Norman Goodall, ed.. Missions Under the Cross [Willingen]. 1953

W.M. Abbott, ed.. The Documents of Vatican II (tr. Gallagher). 1966

Strategies:
R. P. Reaver, ed.. To Advance the Gospel: Rufus Anderson. 1967

Walbert Buhlmann, The Coming of the Third Church. 1976
V Wilbert R. Shenk, Henry Venn... 1983

Roland Allen, Missionary Methods, St. Paul's or Ours?

Robt. E. Speer, Missionary Principles and Practice. 1902

k Donald McGavran, The Bridges of God. 1955

Charles Kraft, Christianity in Culture. 1979
^ C.A. Clark, The Nevius Plan of Mission Work. 1934

^ j 0.^
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1986 International Consultation on Jewish Evangelism Planned

The third international consultation of the Lausanne Committee on Jewish Evangelism is

planned to take place in Israel from August 18th to 28th, 1986. This follows the 1980

mini-consultation in Thailand and the 1983 Newmarket conference.

The exact venue has yet to be decided, but it is hoped that the conference will take

place in either Jerusalem or Galilee. Three hundred delegates are expected to attend,

of whom the majority will be missionaries, leaders of Messianic fellowships,
theologians and others with a direct concern and involvement in Jewish evangelism.

A program committee has been appointed for the conference, consisting of members Ole

Chr. M. Kvarme, Moishe Rosen and Walter Barker. The 1986 conference will bring
together a wide range of evangelical Christians to discuss both theological and meth-

odological issues relating to effective evangelism among the Jewish people and to

foster closer cooperation among groups Interested in Jewish evangelism. David Harley,
Lausanne Associate for Jewish Evangelism and newly elected Lausanne Committee member
Susan Perlman are on the LCJE Steering Committee.

The LCJE is publishing a quarterly Bulletin that provides updates on the progress of

the conference planning and also contains short articles and reports of interest. For
information about the Consultation and Bulletin write to Rev. David Harley,
All Nations Christian College, Easneye, Ware, Herts, SG12 8LX, England.

New Journal On Jewish-Christian Relations Published in Israel

The first issue of a new semi-annual journal, MISHKAN, was published this past June.

MISHKAN, (which is the name of God’s tabernacle in Hebrew) is a publication of the
United Christian Council (UCCI) in Israel. UCCI is a representative body of 20 Pro-

testant and Evangelical churches and societies. The aim of the journal, according to

General Editor Ole Chr. M. Kvarme, is to provide a forum for pastors, teachers of the

Bible and theology, and students and informed laymen for the discussion of issues
relating to Jewish-Christian relations, Jewish evangelism and Hebrew-Christian/
Messianic-Jewish Identity. David Harley, Lausanne Associate for Jewish Evangelism and
Lausanne Committee member Menachem Benhayim are among MISHKAN' s editorial advisors.

Yearly subscription rates are US$10 or UK £7 or equivalent in other currencies, post-
age included. Subscription addresses are as follows:

In the United Kingdom: MISHKAN, Scottish Academic Press (Journals) Ltd., 33 Montgom-
ery Street, Edinburgh, EH7 5JX, Scotland. In Scandinavia and Finland: MISHKAN, DNI,
Collets gt. A3, Oslo, Norway. In Israel and the rest of the world: MISHKAN, UCCI,
P.O. Box 116, Jerusalem 91000.

Preparation Continues for Asia Urban Consultations

During the summer of 1985, a series of urban consultations sponsored by the Lausanne
Committee for urban ministry under the direction of Dr. Ray Bakke will be held in a
number of Asian cities. Committees are already at work in each city preparing agenda,
conducting preliminary research and arranging matters for the consultations.
Donald Douglas of MARC has been serving as the coordinator for these consultations.
Cities to be visited include Tokyo, Taipei, Manila, Jakarta, Surabaya in Indonesia,
Singapore, Bangkok, and Sydney, Australia. For more information, write
Donald Douglas, MARC, 919 W. Huntington Drive, Monrovia, CA 91016.
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approval by the Executive Committee which, in turn, submits it for approval by the
LCWE. The function of the PRPC becomes especially important at this time as plans are
laid for the next five years culminating in ICOWE II and its follow-on.

There are two working groups and two advisory groups which report to the Executive
Committee through the Executive Director: the Strategy Working Group, the Theology
Working Group, the Communications Advisory Group, and the Intercession Advisory Group.
All of these above structures are presently in place and have been functioning for

some time.

A new category of "Associate Members" was created. Associate Members may be appointed
in countries where there are no LGWE Members. The specific purpose for such an ap-
pointment would be for promoting the Lausanne vision in that country.

Glosely related to the concept of Associate Members is that of national committees.
At present, there are some national committees in existence, and it is hoped that in

the next five years more will be begun. Such committees shall be chaired by an LCWE
Member, Associate Member, or a member of the International Council. They shall wel-
come fellowship with all individuals and organizations who subscribe to the Lausanne
Covenant and are convened for the task of world evangelization.

Regional committees will play a very Important role in the planning and carrying out

of the activities of the Lausanne movement for the next five years. At present,
regional offices are being planned for Europe, Oceania, Asia, and North America.
These offices will allow for regional planning of Lausanne activities as well as com-
munications, fundraising, and input into the international activities of Lausanne.

The Constitution also provides for an International Council. This group is a council

of reference for the LCWE. Members are Christian leaders who have made or are pre-

sently making significant contributions to the cause of world evangelization (includ-
ing those who may have previously served on the LCWE) and endorse and encourage the

work of LCWE both internationally and within their country.

In addition to the above, there are also Lausanne Associates and Lausanne Senior As-
sociates. Lausanne Associates are those men and women who have been specifically in-

vited to carry out a particular assignment on behalf of the LCWE or one of its groups.
Senior Lausanne Associates are those men or women who have been specifically invited
to carry out an assignment on behalf of the LCWE as a staff member.

At present, there are also committees formed for the specific task of carrying out a

conference. These committees are chaired by either a Lausanne Member, Senior Associ-
ate or Associate. Presently, such committees are the Younger Leaders' Committee and

the Lausanne Consultation on Jewish Evangelism.

The staff functions for the Lausanne Committee for World Evangelization are carried

out through the International Office in Charlotte, North Carolina. Rev. Carl

Johansson, as the newly elected Executive Director, is currently involved in recruit-

ing staff which is projected to Include an Associate Director for Administration, an

Associate Director for Fundraising, an Associate Director for Support Ministries, an

Associate Director for Regions, and an Associate Director for ICOWE II.
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THE MISSIONARY TASK OF THEOLOGY:
A LOVE/HATE RELATIONSHIP?*

Harvie M. Conn

T he last six decades have not been the happiest of times for

professors of missions in the American theological seminary.

The previous century had been a history of seminaries running

to catch up with student missions interest. Samuel J. Mills had

set the pattern. In August 1806 he and four companions sought

refuge under a Massachusetts haystack in a thunderstorm and

gave themselves to prayer for world missions. They carried that

vision to Andover Seminary and in 1811 launched the Society of

Inquiry on the Subject of Missions. In 1813 students at the year-

old Princeton Seminary founded a similar organization. Society

after society was founded within one to three years after the open-

ing of a new seminary. By 1857, there were seventy of them

around the country.

The backbone of the world mission movement became those

societies in the seminaries.

There was no recruiting of missionaries by secretaries of the mission boards

and societies during the nineteenth century. Throughout the century and

well into the next the Societies of Inquiry and related organizations in the

seminaries spontaneously brought forth volunteers in abundance.

^

Boards were swamped with applications from seniors about to

graduate.

By the close of the century the picture had not changed. A
new organization, the Student \’olunteer Movement, had been

formed in 1886 at a student conference in Mt. Hermon, Massa-

chusetts, sponsored by Dwight L. Moody. Before the year ended,

* An address delivered by the author on the occasion of his inauguration

as Professor of Missions at Westminster Theological Seminary, 23 April

1982.

1 R. Pierce Beaver, “The American Protestant Theological Seminary and

Missions: .An Historical Survey,” Missiology 4 (1976) 77.
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2106 volunteers had been enrolled for “the evangelization of the

world in this generation.” By 1935, the movement had sent over

13,000 volunteers abroad from North America. They poured into

seminaries, looking for help.

From the 1920s, the picture began to change. 1921 was the peak

year for the volunteers: 2783 were newly enrolled, and 637 sailed

for the field. In 1934 only 38 left North America. And 1938 saw

only 25 enrolled in the movement.-

Again, the theological seminary has reflected, and not altered,

that pattern. Even in the nineteenth century, missions as an aca-

demic discipline had taken its time to enter the curriculum. Dur-

ing the first half of that century only Princeton Theological

Seminary in 1811 had made plans “to found a nursery for mis-

sionaries.”^ And the plan was only a plan for eighteen years till

a faculty member could be found. He lasted for three years and

no successor was provided. The subject disappeared from the

curriculum in 1855 and did not return until 1914. IMeanwhile

missions kept up its steady pressure, creeping into the curriculum

in the form of part-time and special lectureships at such places as

Yale, Auburn, McCormick, Austin, Garrett, and others. By 1900

a report at the Ecumenical Missionary Conference in New York

could comment, “the study of missions is slowly rising to the rank

of a theological discipline.”^

In all this, seminary professors produced very little of the

literature used in mission study and promotion on the campuses.

Secretaries of the boards remained the major writers.

With the 1920s mission agencies began to be concerned about

the lack of volunteers and pressed for the establishment of chairs

of missions in the seminaries. “It was widely believed that by

placing a professor of mission in a seminary the waning tide of

missionary interest and zeal might be stemmed.”® The economic

2 For a history of this movement, consult Cindy Smith and Joseph L.

Gumming, Rebuilding the Mission Movement (Pasadena; The National

Student Missions Coalition, 1982) 30S-S21.

3 O. G. Myklebust, The Study of Missions in Theological Education (2

vols.
;
Oslo: Egede Instituttet, 1955-57) 1.146.

* Ecumenical Missionary Conference, Xew York 1900 (2 vols.; New York:

American Tract Society, 1900) 1.100.

5 Johannes Verkuyl, Contemporary Missiology: An Introduction (Grand

Rapids: William B. Eerdmans, 1978) 14.
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depression which ended the 1920s ended also further multiplication

of teaching posts. By the mid-1950s the whole Protestant mis-

sionary enterprise had been thrown into reverse. World War II

sealed the downslide.

The future of mission as an American seminary discipline is

still a question. In 1950 there were a total of seventy-one profes-

sorships of missions in the world; no less than fifty-one of those

seventy-one were in the United States. But everywhere people

wondered. The Association of Professors of ^lissions came into

existence in 1950. But Pierce Beaver remarks, it was created “not

as an expression of the old missionary triumphalism, but as an

attempt to construct a lifeboat for floundering brothers and sis-

ters.”” Scholars in the 1950s were writing books on missions with

titles like Christian Missions and the Judgment of God (David

Paton); The Unpopular Missionary (Ralph Dodge); The Ugly

Missionary (John Carden); Missionary, Go Home! (James

Scherer); Missions in a Time of Testing (R. K. Orchard); Mis-

sions in Crisis (Arthur Glasser and Eric Fife); Missions at the

Crossroads (T. Stanley Soltau).

In the meantime, the seminary as the source of American mis-

sionary candidates has diminished radically. In its place mission

agencies have turned to Bible institutes and colleges. Today the

great majority of Xorth .American missionaries now serving over-

seas are graduates of these institutions.

I. The Lessons of History

It would be easy at this stage to point with hope to America’s

current evangelical renaissance and say the rest of our century

will be different. We could appeal to the growth of our theological

schools in the past decade, the matching increase in the number

of lectureships in missiology at evangelical seminaries. After all,

we are here today to hear the inaugural address of a professor of

missions at Westminster.

In self-defense we could argue, as we have before, that if there

is a current crisis in the church’s understanding of missions, it is

not our evangelical fault. When Charles W. Forman of Yale

Divinity School in 1974 speaks of “a subordinate strain of malaise

® Beaver, “Seminary and Missions,” 85.
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and uncertainty which needs to be recognized,” we assume that he

could not possibly mean us. He describes a survey taken among

seminary students as “most disturbing. . . . Half the graduate

seminaries replying state that current student attitudes toward

the subject [of missions] are negative or indifferent. Words like

‘apathy’ or ‘reluctance’ occur frequently in the reports.”^ And

then, adds Forman,

The most obvious reason for it, seemingly, would be the uncertainty about

many traditional Christian beliefs that exist in the churches today. The

recent debates about ‘Salvation Today’ revealed some of that uncertainty

among older Christians and the great interest in Oriental mysticism re-

veals it among the youth. It would seem reasonable to expect that where

there is uncertainty about beliefs there will be less interest in making be-

liefs known and hence less readiness to consider missions. [This is sup-

ported by the fact that the Bible schools and colleges which represent on

the whole a greater degree of assurance regarding traditional beliefs also

represent in their reports a more secure place for the study of missions

and a clearer determination to maintain the subject in the future.] The

insecurity prevails chiefly in the graduate Protestant theological seminaries

where there is usually more questioning of beliefs.*

A growing number of evangelical studies focusing on the mis-

sionary theology identified with the World Council of Churches

would seem to point in the same direction.'^* Bad theology pro-

duces missionary decline.

I have no general disagreement with this kind of argument as a

formal reason. Forman himself comments that the assurance in

Christian beliefs doubtless has a relation to the assurance about

interest in missions. The problem is that we make the argument

into an excuse, a brief experiment at covering up personal prob-

lems by pointing to those of others. Our subterfuge as evangelicals

shows up in making a complete correlation at this point. After

Charles W. Forman, “The Role of Mission Studies in Theological Edu-

cation,” Missions in Theological Education. Proceedings: Twelfth Biennial

Meeting of the Association of Professors of Missions (Chicago: Association

of Professors of Missions, 1974) 39.

8 Ibid.

®For samples of such judgments, consult Harvey Hoekstra, The World

Council of Churches and the Demise of Evangelism (Wheaton: Tyndale

House, 1979) ;
Arthur Johnston, The Battle for World Evangelism

(Wheaton: Tyndale House, 1978).
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all, “uncertainties can be a reason for interest in and a desire to

study a field rather than a reason to ignore it.”^° And by contrast,

strong Christian beliefs can even militate against missions and

the study of missions. They certainly did for example among

those Calvinists resistant to William Carey’s global theology.

David Bosch issues a very pertinent warning to the evangelical

at precisely this point. He writes:

Evangelicals would, however, be well advised to refrain from boasting or

from using statistics to prove they are right and the others wrong. Since

most evangelical missionary work is considerably younger than that of

the Roman Catholic and so-called ecumenical churches, the evangelicals

may face problems in the future similar to those of other churches, par-

ticularly as what they now call missions increasingly becomes interchurch

relations.il

The tenure of missiology thus appears somewhat precarious even

in evangelical circles.

Surely the history we have just sketched warns also against

putting all our missiological hang-ups in one theological basket.

It was not, after all, good seminary training that motivated mis-

sion volunteers in the nineteenth century. It was the reverse. Mis-

sion volunteers pushed a recalcitrant and slow-moving seminary

curriculum into a growing world vision. Not all seminary profes-

sors, and hardly all evangelical seminary professors, were zealous

for the cause of missions. A curious document published in 1836

underlines this. The document bore the title, An Appeal From the

Missionaries at the Sandwich Islands to Their Friends in the

United States. It notes that twenty out of twenty-eight missionaries

of that mission to Hawaii were discouraged from becoming mis-

sionaries by sixty-eight seminary professors, college presidents,

and ministers. And, to add to the shame, when mission agencies,

in the face of declining volunteers, turned to the seminaries for

recruiting in the 1920s and beyond, we entered a worse decline.

Now the Bible colleges and institutes provide what the seminaries

do not.

We are not helped either, at this stage, in comparing the status

^0 Forman, “The Role of Missions,” 40.

David J. Bosch, “Theological Education in Missionary Perspective,”

Missiology 10 (1982) 14.

12 Quoted in Beaver, “Seminary and Missions,” 78.
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of missions as a theological discipline in the United States with

its status in Europe and Great Britain. It is true that

apart from the United States of America, up to 1950 the study of Missions

had been admitted, not to the temple of theology itself, but only to

what may not inappropriately be described as the Court of the Gentiles.

In Great Britain, no university had recognized our subject as an inde-

pendent discipline. With one exception, the same was true of the theo-

logical colleges. On the Continent of Europe, fifteen institutions of uni-

versity standard had accorded to this particular subject the right of

representation in the civil as Iheologica. In almost all of these, however.

Missionary Science was taught, not as part and parcel of the ordinary

work but as an ‘optional extra.’ ... In most universities the subject of

Missions had no official place in the curriculum.

Neither the North American nor the European continental tradi-

tions of mission studies come off well in this comparison. In con-

trast to the “practical” Anglo-Saxon, the Continental maintains

that science, strictly so-called, is synonymous with theory. As a

result of this conception of science, a sharp line has been drawn

in Continental theological education between “theoretical” and

“practical” subjects. The “theoretical” constitutes the “real,” the

scientific, study of theology. The “practical” matters are an “ap-

pendix.” Thus the “practical” preparation for the ministry forms

no part of the “proper” theological course in the university. For

this one goes to a separate institution, a Predigseminar or pastoral

institute. It is no wonder then that Gustav Warneck, the father

of modern missiology, had to write his Das Studium der Mission

auj der Universitdt in 1877. And the object of his attention were

those who disparagingly asked, “What could possibly be scientific

about missions?”

The American approach has not challenged this background. It

has only chosen another side of the dualism. The “practical”

American has placed missions in “practical theology.” The basic

“four great theological disciplines” remain OT study, NT research,

church history, and doctrine. And missions maintains its toolshed

appearance behind the “stately mansions” of theology. The board

administrator continues to fear missions will be “theorized” out

of reality by the seminary professor. And too often the professor,

electing for his discipline as “practical theology,” spins church

13 0. G. Myklebust, The Study of Missions 2.287-88.

14 Ibid., 302-5.
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growth strategy with only the slightest backward glance at “the-

ology.” The end result remains reflected in the frustrated words

of a missions professor spoken in 1956:

We in the field of missions are lost sheep, scattered among the folds of

history, theology, comparative religions, and education, wandering from

the theological field to the practical field and back again. . . . We proclaim

in our lectures and sermons that the world mission is the central task of

the church, yet we have all too often allowed it to become peripheral in

our curriculum.

All of this may sound very depressing at this stage of the game.

And this then usually is the place where we turn to develop a

redefinition of the aim of mission and of missiology.

To me, such a step is only part of the solution and perhaps

even the smallest part of the solution. The question is not simply,

or only, or largely, missions and what it is. The question is also

theology and what it does. The time has come, we are saying,

not to talk about the biblical basis of missions but about the

missionary basis of theology. I am excited by a number of things

that seem to indicate the time is opportune for raising the ques-

tion in this particular way.

II. Pressures for a New Direction

In December 1978 Stanley Gundry, as president of the Evan-

gelical Theological Society, put on his prophetic robes and in-

quired, “Evangelical Theology: Where Should We Be Going?”

He sees missiologists addressing issues that many feel make the

inerrancy question pale into relative insignificance. .*\nd yet, he

continues, with only a few notable individual e.xceptions North

American evangelical theologians seem to be unaware of and un-

concerned about the missiological discussion and literature. He
sees missiology and its questions as one way for the scholar to

avoid theological provincialism. High on his proposed agenda is

contextualization. “I wonder,” he asks, “if we really recognize

that all theology represents a contextualization, even our own

15 Quoted in J. Leslie Dunstan, “What is the Justification For a Chair

of Missions in This Situation?” Our Teaching Responsibility in the Light

of the De-emphasis of the Words "Missions" and “Missionary.” Proceed-

ings: Sixth Biennial Meeting, .Association of Professors of Missions (New
York; Association of Professors of Missions, 1962) 1.
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theology? We will speak of Latin American liberation theology,

black theology, or feminist theology, but without the slightest

second thought we will assume that our own theology is simply

theology, undoubtedly in its purest form.”^®

Others in the evangelical community are recognizing that the-

ology and missiology need to interact. Trinity Evangelical Divinity

School has carried on for several years now a series of consulta-

tions bringing together theologians, mission administrators, and

missiologists.^’^ The consultations to me clearly demonstrate we

have a long way to go by way of interaction. But at least some-

body somewhere is trying to create an apparatus for what is, at

this point, still largely the pooling of our ignorance.

But even this step forward cannot be described as a “new direc-

tion.” Ernst Troeltsch and Gustav Warneck were dialoguing or at

least shooting at one another several decades ago. It is the emerg-

ing of a new dialogue between theology and missions that is ex-

citing today. Several things seem to be combining to create the

new shape for this exchange.

1. There is the newness of the background that now shapes or

prepares to shape the discussions. It is the background of missi-

ology, the context of global evangelization and discipleship.

The agenda is not simply a metaphysical one supplied by phi-

losophy. We are not primarily interested in purely ontological or

epistemological topics, questions of formal theological encyclopedia.

These questions need to be dealt with. And those answers will

have a deep effect on what we do in missions and in theologizing.

But, rightly or wrongly, the background is more urgent and

pressing.

There is the shift in the Christian axis. The new center of

ecclesiastical gravity by the end of the twentieth century will

have moved from the northern to the southern regions of the world.

This is not a threat to the North American church but the fruit

of 150 years of our gospel endeavor. “The old centers of theo-

logical influence in Europe and North America are becoming the

Stanley Gundry, “Evangelical Theology: Where Should We Be Going?”

Journal of the Evangelical Theological Society 22 ( 1979) 11.

The published papers of the first two such gatherings are available in

Theology and Mission (ed. David J. Hesselgrave; Grand Rapids: Baker

Book House, 1978) ;
and New Horizons in World Mission (ed. David J.

Hesselgrave; Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 1979).
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new peripheries, while the new centers of vitality and importance

in church growth and theological construction are in Asia, Africa

and Latin America — where the majority of Christians will be

living in the year 2000.”^®

There are the political dimensions to the missionary task which

increasingly demand our attention. A political scientist has ob-

served that nearly every Third World nation today is under an

authoritarian government. The only difference among them will

be those who will benefit from the structures— the elite few

in the society or the masses. How will we prepare the church for

that awesome day? How do we live and witness to our faith under

conditions of oppression and authoritarianism? What is the mis-

sion of the church in the People’s Republic of China and in the

Philippines, in North and South Korea? How should Christian

discipleship face the suppression of human rights, the torture of

dissidents, the strictures against baptism and church building?

The vast scale of human poverty in traditional “mission fields”

presses us.

The numbers of the poor are increasing in the world today. ... It is

generally accepted that up to two billion people — one half of the world’s

population of four billion — are now poor. The World Bank describes one

billion of these people as “individuals (who) subsist on incomes of less

than $75 a year in an environment of squalor, hunger and hopelessness.

They are the absolute poor, living in situations so deprived as to be below

any rational definition of human decency. ... It is a life at the margin

of existence.” For the other billion who are living slightly above this abso-

lute poverty level, life is nearly as joyless and has improved little if at all

through decades of “development” efforts.

Should missions alone address the intolerable fact that two-thirds

of the human family go to bed hungry every night? What will

our theology say to, and about, 15,000 people who starve to death

every day? To what part of our theological curriculum will we
send the 20 percent of the human family who control 80 percent

of the world’s resources?

There is the awesome size of the world’s non-Christian popula-

Gerald H. Anderson, “Facing the Realities of the Contemporary World

in Mission,” Educating for Christian Missions (ed. .Arthur L. Walker, Jr.;

Nashville: Broadman Press, 1981) 50-51.

John G. Sommers, Beyond Charity: US Voluntary Aid for a Changing

Third World (Washington, D.C.: Overseas Development Council, 1977) 2.
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tion. In Jesus’ time it numbered 250 million. Today with 4.2

billion total population, it is estimated that 2.8 billion are non-

Christians— eleven times as many non-Christians as when Jesus

preached the Sermon on the IMount. By the year 2000 world

population will have increased fifty percent and Christians will

constitute only fifteen percent of that vast multitude. Is this only

a missiological concern? There are over 700 million ^Muslims in

our world. How shall we explain biblically to them the Trinity,

the substitutionary atonement of Christ as the Son of God? How
shall we overcome the cultural blockades that are raised up against

our confession, “There is no God but Allah and Jesus is His

prophet”? The first question is traditionally called theological,

the other missiological. Are they really two questions or one?

It is also missionary frustration that calls for dialogue between

missions and theology. Too many evangelists, expatriate and na-

tional, are struggling with the problem of old wineskins and new

wines. They have been taught in our seminaries that theology is

the wine and culture our wineskins. But they have found some-

thing in the ghettos of Philadelphia and the favelas of Rio. They

are afraid that the theology they have learned resembles the wine-

skins more than the wine. Western, white theology’s post-Christian

orientation has taught them about proofs for the existence of God

and left them skeptical about God’s healing power. And they go

to minister in a pre-Christian world which wants to hear about

the reality of Christ’s authority over evil spirits. In classes they

have heard terms like “common grace” and “general revelation.”

But lectures on common grace have been abstracted from ques-

tions like redemptive analogies. And general revelation is a term

we do not identify with Sawi mythologies of a Peace Child or

Korean animistic understandings of God as Hananim, the Exalted

One. Our global evangelistic obligations not only demand a new

!
shift in the dialogue. They are creating its agenda.

2. There seem also to be signs that the evangelical community,

and even the Reformed world, is beginning to engage in serious

self-evaluation. It is asking itself harder questions than it has in

many decades. And it is asking them in areas traditionally staked

off as either theological or missiological. And, in this process of

inquiry, the questions frequently converge.

The debate over the Bible grows. And, as it does, the com-

plexities of the question grow, even for the Calvinist. Theologians
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ask about the metaphysical presuppositions that have gone into

shaping our paradigms. Scholars like John Vander Stelt“® and

Jack Rogers^^ raise angry questions over the distorting influence

of Scottish Common Sense Realism on the old Princeton view of

Scripture. I find it easier to trace these relationships to Charles

Hodge than to Warfield. And C. Van Til has warned us of the

influence of rationalism on the old Princeton school repeatedly.

It is the questions raised at this stage to which I draw attention,

not the wisdom of the answers.

Similarly, the very recent report of the Reformed Churches in

the Netherlands on the nature of the authority of Scripture begins

with a philosophical discussion of “changes in the concept of
|

truth.” With many others, I am concerned over the “relational”

idea of truth the report leaves with us.^^ What is meant when we

are told that our past conceptions of Scripture must attempt to

transcend the dilemma between the objective and the subjective?

Will all of this really accomplish the avowed purpose of promoting

a better listening to Scripture? It is not my purpose to answer

that question now. I only note the significance of a Reformed

church asking again about metaphysical presuppositions. As Her-

man Ridderbos notes regarding the discussion, “all Reformed the-

ology, wherever it is done, . . . ought to be more critical than it

is of its own position.

And from the missiological side, Charles Kraft challenges us on

the same issue from another direction. He demands we rethink the

question of inspiration in terms of anthropological models and see

the Bible as an inspired, classic casebook, “ongoing dynamic revela-

tion. He refuses to allow the debate over the Bible to become

a question of self-sealing justification. The missiological dimen-

sion is put in the foreground as an essential key to progress. Au-

20 John Vander Stelt, Philosophy and Scripture: a Study in Old Princeton

and Westminster Theology (Marlton, N.J.: Mack Publ. Comp., 1978).

2ijack Rogers and Donald McKim, The Authority and Interpretation of

the Bible: An Historical Approach (New York: Harper and Row, 1979).

22 A1 Wolters, “Truth as Relational,” RES Theological Forum 9 nos. 3-4

(January 1982) 7.

23 Herman X. Ridderbos, “Evaluation,” RES Theological Forum 9 nos.

3-4 (January 1982) 56.

2'* Charles Kraft, Christianity in Culture (Maryknoll: Orbis Books, 1979)

178-202.
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thority, he insists, must be defined in terms of that which is

addressed by authority— human cultures.

Out of this community of interests come new questions. Have

we propositionalized revelation into an acultural vacuum? Can our

confidence in the “bearing along” work of the Spirit (2 Pet 1:21)

lift the Bible up, over, and around human cultures without ever

going through those cultures? What do we mean by anthropo-

morphism in revelation? Is this thelogical category ultimately a

missionary method of God himself? There is always the danger

that truth will be lost in cultures. And many have fears that

Kraft’s views could lead us, either wittingly or unwittingly, in that

direction. At the same time, is there also the danger that cultures

will be lost in truth?-®

Again, there are new questions raised by both theologians and

missiologists in the area of hermeneutic. In the evangelical the-

ology camp, Anthony Thiselton presses upon us the urgency of the

concerns of “the new hermeneutic.” How may the NT text speak

to us anew? How must we understand understanding? If a text is

to be understood there must occur an engagement between two sets

of horizons, namely those of the ancient text and those of the

modern hearer or reader. How does this happen?^^

In an evangelical atmosphere traditionally hostile to the methods

of Heidegger and Bultmann, Thiselton has forced us to look at the

seriousness of their questions. Some are already entering the de-

bate,-® a sure sign of more yet to come.

From the missiological side, one of the major concerns in the

contextualization debate is an amplification of this very question.

It adds a third horizon, that of the communicator speaking the

ancient text to the receptor. And it asks, how does understanding

25 This is the basic concern of Carl F. H. Henry in his extensive review of

Kraft’s book in Trinity Journal 1 NS (1980) 153-64.

26 This is, by contrast, the fear expressed by Donald Dayton of Carl

Henry’s view in “The Church in the World: The Battle For the Bible Rages

On,” TToday 37 (1980) 81.

21 Anthony Thiselton, The Two Horizons: New Testament Hermeneutics

and Philosophical Description (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans, 1980)

10-17.

28 See the reactions of Walter Kaiser in “Meanings From God’s Message:

Matters For Interpretation,” Christianity Today 22 no. 23 (S Oct. 1979)

30-33 and Toward an Exegetical Theology (Grand Rapids: Baker Book

House, 1981) 29-40.
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take place in this process of conveying a message written in one

culture by the bearer of a second culture to the receptor who lives

in yet a third? We remember that Bultmann’s motivations behind

the method of demythologization arose out of his concern for a

non-Christian, shattered Europe. We have labored to critique

Bultmann’s method correctly. But have we labored with equal con-

cern to see how much deeper our own grasp must become of the

problems he and others force us to face?

How distant are these concerns from the liberation theologians

who struggle with this same question of the two horizons and end

up defining theology as “reflection on praxis”? Third World evan-

gelicals like Rene Padilla and Samuel Escobar are not at all satis-

fied with the answers of either Bultmann or Gutierrez. But they

are also angry over the cultural interference from Western evan-

gelical theology that has distorted the airwaves between the two

horizons. They criticize past methods of hermeneutics and remind

us that “neither our understanding of the text nor our understand-

ing of our concrete situation is adequate unless both constantly

interact and are mutually corrected.

There are other indications of change in our midst. But these

should be enough to allow me now the liberty of suggesting a new

collaboration between missiology and theology. I do it by pro-

posing a missiological agenda for theology, not a theological

agenda for missions.

III. Missiological Agenda for Theology

In one sense, asking for a new collaboration is misleading. It can

imply there was no collaboration before. That is not true. In its

times of greatest glory, theology was nothing more than reflection

in mission, in pilgrimage on the road among the time-bound cul-

tures of the world. It was also reflection on mission, on Jesus as

the good news for the world, on the church as salt and light and

leaven for the world.

John Calvin’s theological methodology exemplifies that combi-

nation for us par excellence. His battle cry of sola Scriptura was

29 Rene Padilla, “Hermeneutics and Culture — h. Theological Perspective,”

Down to Earth: Studies in Christianity and Culture (ed. John R. W. Stott

and Robert Coote; Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans, 1980) 76-77.
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not simply the demand that we approach the Bible with a tabula

rasa. As a pastor, he, and we, approach the Bible through the

history concomitant to our own situation. With a missionary di-

mension to his work, he tried to apply the gospel to his own time

and place. As a “physician of memory,” he reached back into

another time and place through the Scriptures and, through the

insights gained, sought to transform the present. He “translated”

the gospel without benefit of morphology or phonemics and re-

covered for the church the covenant dimension of theologizing.

In the infinite gap between Creator and creature, God baby-

talked to his creation and we responded in covenant responsibility.

That response was missionary theology. “Calvin, having first

established what stands in the text, sets himself to re-think the

whole material and to wrestle with it, till the walls which separate

the sixteenth century from the first become transparent! Paul

speaks, and the man of the sixteenth century hears.

The uniqueness of Calvin’s missionary theologizing is particu-

larly awesome when we remember the scholastic origins of the-

ology as an academic discipline that preceded him. Theology as a

scholarly study had gone hand in hand with the slow development

of the twelfth-century schools into the first universities. Its in-

gredients included more than simply the study of the Bible. In-

creasingly it defined itself as a metaphysical science of speculation,

dependent to a considerable extent upon the secular concepts of

philosophia. It saw its task as a universal one of ontology. And
flowing from that ontological self-understanding it spent its time

on abstracted definitions, affirming God as Being with a capital B.

It transmuted the Aristotelian distinction between an object’s

“essence” and its “accidents” into the assumption that subjects

can gain “objective knowledge” of given objects, in this case

God.

The danger of this abstractionist thought has always been that

things are viewed as existing in themselves without taking into

consideration the relationships in which they stand to other things.

Karl Barth, The Epistle to the Romans (London: Oxford University

Press, 1953) 7. For a fuller exposition of this view of Calvin, consult Jim

O’Brien, “Ford Lewis Battles: 1915-1979, Calvin Scholar and Church His-

torian Extraordinary,” Calvin Theological Journal 15 (1980) 168-83.

.'Mfred Krass, “Contextualization For Today,” Gospel in Context 2

(1979) 27.
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What is God in himself? it prefers to ask. No movement can be

applied to God, therefore we confess that he is immutable and

eternal. No limitations can be applied to God. Therefore we hold

that he is infinite, almighty, and invisible. No composition can be

ascribed to God, therefore he is simple and good. Finally, no es-

sential multiplicity can be ascribed to God, therefore God is one.^^

A third ingredient was part of this scholastic approach to the-

ology. G. R. Evans calls it “a missionary theology. But that

designation seems inaccurate to me. “Polemical” would be more

appropriate. The “polemical” approach betrays the danger of on-

tologizing thought. In this case, its concern is with the truth as it

exists in itself. It minimizes the truth in relationship to its hearers.

The unbelievers are transformed from covenant creatures needing

the covenant renewal which only Christ can bring. They become

infideles, haeretici, increduli, those who dispute the true knowl-

edge. In the twelfth century, the church had begun again its

dialogue with the Jews. But the dialogue was polemical, not mis-

sionary. The goal of the church was not simply conversion, but

elimination by the pen or by the sword. The scholastic polemicist

pursued the truth and not sinners. And he pursued not simply to

woo hearts to Christ but to do battle with the irrational philosophi

in the defense of truth.

Calvin’s contextualization of the gospel confronted that ap-

proach in a radical way. His covenant theology admitted no realm

of “objective,” outsider knowledge of God as object. The path of

knowledge always began with the Creator and ended with self-

understanding as creature. And in this recognition, Calvin’s po-

lemical training in the law was modified by the missionary intent

of the pastor. His use of the rhetorical discipline was transmuted

by the pastoral calling of the theologian.^^

Evangelical theology, in the years following Calvin, lost those

insights. And the contemporary crisis in the seminary’s place for

missions may be traced back in large part to this failure. It is a

32 John Timmcr, “G. C. Berkouwer: Theologian of Confrontation and

Co-relation,” Reformed Journal 9 no. 10 (December 1967) 17.

33 G. R. Evans, Old Arts and \ew Theology: The Beginnings of Theology

as an Academic Discipline (New York: Oxford University Press, 1980) 38,

137-66.

34 Ford Lewis Battles, “God Was .Accommodating Himself to Human
Capacity,” Int 31 (1977) 20.
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delayed symptom of a disease that has been endemic to evangelical

theologizing.

In keeping with the scholastic shape of our past, even Re-

formed theology can sometimes be characterized as a quest for

pure essentials. So divine election in the approach of a Louis

Berkhof may be seen as a logically inferred corollary of the doc-

trine of the divine decrees.^® It resembles an “accident” of grace

logically consequent to the “essence” of divine sovereignty. Against

this view has risen what some now call the “functionalism” of

G. C. Berkouwer. He has no desire to leave any believer in the

dark as to the ultimate and prior question of his election. And this

pastoral concern of his theology may be much more than simply

pastoral in the academic sense of “practical.” Is it the setting

free of theology from the bondage of deduction that is linked to

an essentialist approach to theology? “He does not seek to arrive

at theological definition. . . . Rather he seeks to arrive at an un-

derstanding of problems by viewing them in the context of their

relationships.”^® Is Berkouwer’s method signalling a new way to

do theology, one that is missiological in a good sense and not

simply essentialist?®^ Behind what appears to many of us to be a

fuzziness over distinctions can we sense his struggle over meth-

odology?

Do I sense a similar struggle over method, but with far more

useful formulations, in John Frame’s definition of theology as

“simply the application of Scripture to all areas of human life”?®®

Frame says, “We do not know what Scripture says until we know

how it relates to our world. The question of interpretation and the

question of application are the same. To ask what Scripture says,

or what it means, is always to ask a question about interpreta-

tion.”®®

Surely we can all identify in this kind of language the mis-

35 Louis Berkhof, Systematic Theology (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerd-

mans, 1949) 109.

35 Timmer, “G. C. Berkouwer,” 20.

3" A full discussion of Berkouwer’s hermeneutic methodology will be found

in J. C. DeMoor, Towards a Biblically Theo-logical Method (Kampen:

J. H. Kok, 1980).

38 John Frame, Van Til: The Theologian (Phillipsburg, N.J.: Pilgrim,

1976) 25.

39 Ibid.
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siological concerns of contextualization. Questions about the mean-

ing of Scripture do not arise simply out of essentializing concerns.

This is not to ignore or minimize the definitional characteristic

of all theologizing that is done by covenant. It is simply to recog-

nize that such questions are also missiological — our calling to

relate the words of Scripture to our world views, our cultures,

our homogeneous units of world “peoples.”

Related to this struggle is the evangelical’s perception of the-

ology as some sort of comprehensively universal science. Theology

becomes functionally the Queen of the sciences, the watchdog of

the academic world, the ultimate universal. Combined with West-

ern ethnocentrism, it produces the tacit assumption “that the

Christian faith is already fully and properly indigenized in the

West.”^° Our creedal formulations, structured to respond to a

sixteenth-century cultural setting and its problems, lose their his-

torical character as contextual confessions of faith and become

cultural universals, having comprehensive validity in all times and

settings. The possibility of new doctrinal developments for the

Reformed churches of Japan or Mexico is frozen into a time warp

that gnosticizes the particularity of time and culture. The Ref-

ormation is completed and we in the West wait for the churches

of the Third World to accept as their statements of faith those

shaped by a Western church three centuries before in a corpus

christianum

.

In all this, there is no desire to diminish the place of the creed

as the expression of the progressive understanding of truth con-

veyed by the Holy Spirit. Nor do we want to minimize or ques-

tion the system of doctrine found in the Reformed creeds of these

centuries. Our concern is over how we have diminished their his-

torical, contextual character. The creed as a missionary document

framed in the uniqueness of an historical moment has too often

been remythologized by white paternalism into a universal Essence

for all times. Contextualization, as a missionary demand of the-

ologizing, is relegated to the non-Western “mission field.”

Herman Bavinck objected to this process of universalization in

1894. In the strongest of language, he commented,

.411 the misery of the Presbyterian Churches is owing to their striving to

consider the Reformation as completed, and to allow no further develop-

^0 Bosch, “Theological Education,” 16-17.
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ment of what has been begun by the labor of the Reformers. . . . Cal-

vinism wishes no cessation of progress and promotes multiformity. It feels

the impulse to penetrate ever more deeply into the mysteries of salvation

and in feeling this honors every gift and different calling of the Churches.

It does not demand for itself the same development in America and Eng-

land [and, I add, Africa and Asia] which it has found in Holland. This

only must be insisted upon, that in each country and in every Reformed

Church it should develop itself in accordance with its own nature, and

should not permit itself to be supplanted or corrupted by foreign ideas.^^

Today the Bavincks of the Third World churches speak even

more stridently. Borrowed Western creeds have been accepted by

them as testimonials to the catholicity of the gospel. They make

them their confessions to affirm their place in the theological con-

tinuity of the past. But in doing so, they find also they are saddled

to sixteenth-century definitions of the church concerned with what

happened inside the church: on preaching, the sacraments, and

discipline. “In these historic creeds, the church was a place where

something was being done (passive voice), and not a people who
did something. Stephen Neill says that the Reformation pro-

nouncements in England on the church

call up a vision of a typical English village . . . where all are baptized

Christians, compelled to live more or less Christian lives under the brooding

eye of parson and squire. In such a context ‘evangelization’ has hardly

any meaning, since all are in some sense already Christian, and need no

more than to be safeguarded against error in religion and viciousness in

life.43

The objections of Third World churchmen are not to theology

per se, but to the Western nature of their borrowed systems. Does

the gospel require them to become Berkhofs and Murrays before

they can be themselves? Their agony is not usually so much over

theology as the construction of a logically coherent system. It is

over its organization around a Western historical agenda insisted

upon as universal by the Western church. They cry out for the

missiological dimension to creed making. The mission of the gospel

to their cultural worlds demands creedal attention to ancestor

*1 Herman Bavinck, “The Future of Calvinism,” Presbyterian and Re-

formed Review S (1894) 23.

42 Bosch, “Theological Education,” 17. Compare also Lesslie Newbigin,

“Theological Education in a World Perspective,” Ministerial Formation 4

(1978) 5-6.

43 Stephen Neill, The Church and Christian Union (London; Oxford Uni-

versity Press, 1968) 75.
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worship, polygyny, the Islamic state, group movement conversions

and how to shepherd them. How will the Three Standards of Unity

and the Westminster Confession help them? Intuitively the Third

World church is making a discovery. Systematic theology is not

simply a coherent arrangement of supra-cultural universals. It is

a compilation from the Western history of dogma. And that his-

tory, in the process of compilation, has lost its missiological thrust.

The effect of this process on the Western churches is similarly

destructive of mission. Seeing theology as a science, and the creeds

as the product of that kind of theological reflection, inhibits us as

well from our own contemporary missiological risk. We assign all

the problems of contextualization to distant, exotic places, and

worry about how others will avoid syncretism with this view of

theology. W'e assume such risks and such challenges are absent, or

less pressing, in the West. We let our theologizing slip into a naive

sort of idealistic pride in “our” model. We become less aware of

the presuppositional rosy glasses with which we look at our rosy

theological world. And our theology loses its evangelistic edge.

Will this missiological thrust destroy the uniqueness of Reformed

theology? Not when we are willing to see that uniqueness, as Fred

Klooster does, in the Reformation slogans, sola Scriptura et tota

Scriptura (Scripture alone and all the Scripture).^'* Rather, mis-

siology’s task then becomes that of a gadfly in the house of the-

ology.

It must exert itself in and out of season to help theology — especially

Western theology— find its way back down from the upper regions of the

towers of academia to the ground floor of human reality. ... By the

same token missiology also has a mission to the church. The church, too,

must ever be reminded that its raison d’etre lies in the gospel of the king-

dom. The fellowship of the new covenant must be urgently summoned
to obedient covenant response, to live its covenant life. The congregation

must be called to become what it is in Pentecost, to reaffirm its being and

existence by living in mission.

Fred H. Klooster, “The Uniqueness of Reformed Theology,” Calvin

Theological Journal 14 (1979) 32-54. I find it intriguing that Klooster sees

this principle as needing elaboration in at least two major areas to which

we have devoted so much time in this essay — the nature of theological

science and the problem of hermeneutic.

Jerald D. Gort, “The Contours of the Reformed Understanding of

Christian Mission: An .Attempt at Definition,” Calvin Theological Journal

IS (1980) 46.
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Reformed theological orthodoxy alone is no guarantee that the

world perspective of the Scriptures will receive the attention it is

due. Missiology stands by to interrupt at every significant mo-

ment in theological conversation with the words, among the na-

tions.

Where will such a missiology go in the theological curriculum?

It is a latecomer to the traditional encyclopedia, and three solu-

tions have been offered. One could make it a completely separate

discipline. One could incorporate it within one of the already

established disciplines. Or one could hope the other disciplines

would occasionally throw in a good word for “missions.” None of

these alone has proved satisfactory.

Perhaps we need a combination of all three, as David Bosch

suggests.^® It is possible if we remember there is a distinction be-

tween missionary intention and missionary dimension. We have

spent most of the time in this lecture on the missionary dimension

in distinction from intention. Everything the church is and does

must have a missionary dimension. But not everything has a mis-

sionary intention. To put it another way, the church’s entire na-

ture is missionary. But she is not, in all her activities, explicitly

aimed at the world’s cultural borders. In the promotion of the

church’s missionary intention, let us commend missions as a com-

pletely separate discipline. And in the promotion of the church’s

missionary dimension, let us incorporate the global vision in all

the areas of our traditionally parochial and provincial curriculum.

Missiology, in this spirit, seeks to irritate the Herman Ridder-

boses of the world who can write a 586-page outline to the the-

ology of Paul and not even include the mission of the church in

any of its 80 separate headings. It will aim for unrest in a church

history department which divides the history of missions from

the history of the church or teaches as if the world were still flat.

It will rebel against a practical theology department which offers

Bosch, “Theological Education,” 26-27. He is commending the dis-

tinction made by H.-W. Genichen, Glaube fiir die Welt (Gerd Mohn:

Gutersloher Verlagshaus, 1971) 80-96, 168-86. For simitar conclusions, con-

sult O. G. Myklebust, “Integration or Independence? Some Reflections on

the Status of the Study of Missions in the Theological Curriculum,” Basileia.

Walter Freytag Zum 60. Geburtstag (ed. Jan Hermelink and Hans J.

Margull; Stuttgart: Evang.-Missionsverlag GMBH, 1959) 330-40.
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only domesticated information for the church “at home” in white

suburbia.

And, while all this is going on, it will continue to ask other

equally embarrassing questions of itself as well. How are the two

horizons of hermeneutic to be merged when one of the horizons is

that of a white member of Krishna Consciousness? Or an “illiter-

ate” Tucuman Indian of Argentina? Does the current discussion

of hermeneutic really incorporate those outside of Christ in their

thinking about the issues? How will we preserve the cross-cultural,

border-crossing nature of missions in a culture where only three

percent of all undergraduate college students are enrolled in any

studies dealing with international affairs or foreign people and

cultures? Even if we achieve again a missionary dimension to the-

ology, how will it function in a country where, according to a

UNESCO study of 30,000 children in nine countries, American

students ranked next to last in their comprehension of foreign

cultures?'*^

How will we remind the church that it is more dangerous to be

cautious than to be daring? And what does this axiom mean for

those of us who are asking how we can do theology for the poor

and mission out of affluence?

And, beyond all these, will our agenda of concerns overwhelm

us again with a new “Babylonian captivity of the Christian mis-

sion”? Will we go on writing our books about the relation of

evangelism to social action or homogeneous units? And the 2.8

billion people in the world who do not know Christ continue to die

with their noses pressed against the windows of our studies.

Westminster Theological Seminary

Philadelphia

Anderson, “Facing the Realities,” SS-S6.
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VOLKISH THOUGHT AND CHRISTIAN MISSIONS IN EARLY TWENTIETH CENTURY
GERMANY

by

Richard V. Pierard
Professor of History

Indiana State University
Terre Haute, IN 47809

The practice of using secular concepts and modes of expression to

convey Christian ideas has been present from the very beginning of

Christianity, and the danger has always been that their authentically

Christian aspects might be obscured or compromised. An excellent

example of the risks involved in an uncritical adaptation of secular

concepts into 'a Christian framework is German volkish (yblkisch)

thought. Historian George Mosse has shown that in Germany during the

1920s volkish attitudes permeated the entire political right and that

the National Socialist movement capitalized on the longings of those

who perceived their spiritual roots were being dislodged through

industrialization and the atomization of modern society.^ Uwe

Lohalm pointed out that there were over 100 volkish and antisemitic

organizations in the Weimar Republic which expressed the political

will of hundreds of thousands of Germans in those days.2

Because of a strong orientation toward political conservatism,

German Protestantism was not immune to the volkish lure,^ and

missionary theorists in particular began utilizing its ideas and

terminology to express their understanding of the Christian world

mission. This led many outside observers to suspect there was some

sort of natural affinity between German missiology and the Nazi

movement which had wholeheartedly embraced volkish views, when in fact

this was not the case at all.
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Elements of Vplkish Thought

Volkish thought arose out of the irrational and emotional

tendency of late eighteenth and early nineteenth century romanticism,

and it focused primarily on man and the world.4 The key concept was

Volk, which was a metaphysical entity, an eternal, immutable ideal.

Although the word is customarily translated as "people," volkish

theorists ascribed a meaning to it that went beyond that of a mere

collectivity of persons. Volk also implied the transcendental essence

of a group of people, something fused to man's innermost nature. It

constituted the source of one's creativity, depth of feeling,

individuality, and unity with the other members of his people.

At the time of the German national revival many longed for an

unchanging ideal of peoplehood with which they could relate, and the

concept of "German Volk" provided this. Rejecting the ideal of

cosmospol itan humanity, they looked back into the dim and misty

Germanic past and affirmed the mythical conception of a common blood

that could legitimatize the formation of a German national state.

Romantic writers and thinkers taught that the Volk had its own soul

(yplksseele) which during the middle ages had had free play, but then

urbanization and the emergence of modern civilization stifled its

creativity. Now, only a common language and culture bound the nation

together, and the Volk of necessity had to grow through a process of

organic development, like a tree from its roots in the historical

soil, striving toward a genuine creativity in the collective

whole.

^

The volkish concept was basically pantheistic. Nature was alive

and spontaneous and was filled with a life force that corresponded to

the human emotions. Thus, the human soul could be in rapport with
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nature because it too was endowed with a soul. Every individual could

find an inner correspondence with nature, and he shared this with his

Volk. Each person was linked with every other member of his Volk

through a common feeling of belonging. The individuals were bound to

the organic community which had its own "Volk personality." The Volk

in effect became God incarnate and the essential center of history.

As Christian ethicist Joseph Wendland wrote in 1916: "The Volk is a

quantity that outlasts the past and present. In every genuine

nationality (Vplksturn) eternal ideas of God are revealed.

Because the Volk was tied to a specific geographical area, the

"landscape" gave it a peculiar character, potential, and unity.

Through the landscape the Volk remained in continuous contact with the

life spirit of the transcendent cosmos. In German volkish thought man

was glorified as living in accordance with nature and its mystical

forces, and the problems thrown up by urbanization and

industrialization were shunted aside as he retreated into a rural

nostalgia. In the native environment of the Volk every person would

find self-expression, individuality, and a sense of rootedness.

History played an important role in volkish thinking because it

provided an explanation and goal for man's development. The Volk was

a historical unit that had come down to the present from a far distant

past. The landscape included not only the physical features of the

environment but also the legendary exploits of those who occupied it.

The small towns, villages, peasants, and burghers symbolized the

connection between the history of the Volk and its fusion with the

landscape. Thus, the rootedness of people in the Volk was based upon

both nature and historical tradition.^
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The volkish ideology stood in opposition to modernization and

industrial civilization which allegedly robbed man of his individual

creative self and destroyed the vitality of his social culture. It

was governed by "reason" instead of "instinct" and "feeling," and it

led to social "decomposition" (Zersetzung). But, when the individual

person re-established ties with his Volk, he once again became a

creative being, because after all the Volk was an immutable constant

set forth by God, a metaphysical order of creation. The social

institutions which flowed from Volk roots were far more authentic than

the "artifically contrived" ones of rational, decadent, modern

civilization. To underscore their rejection of modernity, German

volkish thinkers posited such antitheses as "culture" (Kultur) and

"civilization" (Ziy il isatipn) , and "community" (Gemeinschaf t) and

"society" (Gesel 1 schaf t)
.

®

In the course of its evolution volkish thought picked up a number

of ideas that put it at odds with Christian teaching. Paul de Lagarde

(Deutsche Schriften [German Writings], 1878) set forth a Germanic

religion based upon the rejection of traditional Christianity. God's

kingdom was the Volk, and its members were the recipients of all

creativity and a constantly renewing spirituality. Each person was

linked directly to God through the Volk, and it possessed the quality

of vital spiritual revelation. The volkish religion would lead man

out of the discord of modernity and back to his true creative self.

In an enormously popular book, Rembrandt als Erzieher (Rembrandt As

Educator, 1890), Julius Langbehn substituted the image of the Volk for

the person and function of Christ and taught that the Volk and the God

of the universe participate in a direct rel ationship.

^

The racist emphasis on "blood and soil" (Blut und Bgden) entered
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the volkish ideology around the end of the nineteenth century and

became especially prominent after World War I. Biological races were

identified with defined nations and people, and one group in

particular, the Jews, was singled out as the enen^ of the German Volk.

Antisemitism objectified the enemy of the nation and Volk, and Jews

were simultaneously blamed for liberalism, capitalism, democracy.

Western civilization, and everything else that caused insecurity and

anxiety among the German middle classes. In short, the volkish

ideology which was so widespread in the 1920s effectively served as

aim and purpose in Hitler's quest for power.^®

Christian Missions in Germany

It is well-known that the great majority of German Protestant

(evangel isch) church administrators and pastors stood solidly on the

right of the political spectrum in the post-war Weimar Republic.^^

Most of them rejected democracy, longed for the return of the

monarchy, were highly nationalistic in their outlook, and desired some

sort of national regeneration, and this was the case with the leaders

of the foreign missionary enterprise as well. As a result, both

groups were quite susceptible to volkish propaganda.

In Germany missionary work was not sponsored by the Protestant

church as a whole but by private corporations which had been founded

for that purpose. In actuality, there were 28 separate churches that

functioned in the post-1918 republic, and these so-called

Landesjsirchen (territorial chuthes) theoretically encompassed the

entire population of the regions in which they were located. Although

the Weimar Constitution specifically provided for separation of church

and state, the various Land governments assisted both the Protestant
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and Roman Catholic churches with subsidies and by collecting "taxes"

from their members and allowed them a free hand in remodeling their

administrative structures. They were not "state churches" as such,

but quasi-independent bodies that maintained very close ties with the

regime.

The approximately three dozen missionary societies were

independent of churchly control and raised funds by appealing to

individual congregations and parishioners.^2 methods used for

this included lectures by missions specialists and returned

missionaries, a wide range of popular publications, and local or

regional missionary conferences. Many societies took their names from

the city or area in which their headquarters were located, for

example, the Herrnhut or Moravian Brethren, Basel, Berlin, Barmen or

Rhine, Bremen or North German, Leipzig, Hermannsburg, Neuendettel sau,

Breklum or Schleswig-Holstein, Neukirchen, Bethel, St. Chrischona, and

Liebenzell Missions. Some were named after their founders (the

Gossner, Lepsius, and Christoffel Missions), their area of operation

(East Asia, Carmel, and Sudan Pioneer Missions), or their functions

(medical, blind, Jewish missions). There were also a few free church

mission agencies that were supported by these constituencies, most

notably the Methodists, Baptists, and Seventh Day Adventists.

It goes without saying that the groups competed with one another

for funds and workers in the various Landeskirchen. However, most of

their personnel were trained in missionary seminaries rather than the

university theological faculties from whence the bulk of the pastors

came. Also, their distinctives were usually vague, although the

Leipzig and Hermannsburg Missions were strongly Lutheran
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confessional ist, the Neuendettel sau and Breklum ones were more

moderately confessional ist, and the very liberal East Asian Mission

stood on the opposite end of the theological spectrum. With the

latter exception, the societies were generally pietistic in tone. At

home and abroad they were ecumenical in their outlook, and the Germans

were actively involved in the nascent ecumenical movement.^3

Just like the other church leaders, the mission executives

welcomed Hitler's accession to the chancellorship on January 30 , 1933 .

They had drunk too long at the fountain of volkish thinking, and their

political appetites had been whetted for the advent of one who could

lead Germany out of the wasteland of economic depression and national

humiliation. Erich Schick, director of the Basel Mission, declared:

"We cannot be thankful enough for Adolf Hitler, the man whom God

placed at the head of Germany's government." The eminent missiologist

Martin Schlunk (TQbingen) rejoiced because at the "very last moment

the danger of the Red terror and the breakup of the state, people, and

church was averted, and a genuine, German-feeling government has begun

with holy will to construct a new nation." Johannes Warneck of the

Rhine Mission called the new chancellor "the FQhrer whom God gave us."

The Neuendettel sau missionary congregation wrote a song for Hitler's

birthday in April 1933 whose second verse read:

God has given us a Leader.
He pushes forward and we follow loyally.
His path leads through night and death to liaht and life.
There will be no rest until we are victors.

The most distinguished worker of this mission, Christian Keysser,

actually joined the Nazi Party on May 1 , 1933 , but his enthusiasm soon

waned and he was not active in its affairs.l5 Siegfried Knak of the

Berlin Mission declared in an article published in late 1933 :
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In the new state there will be a German Volk again. But we can
be that only inside the armored shield of a firm state. This
state must therefore clearly and decisively be a power
state.... It is a tribute to the greatness of the chancellor that
he earnestly seeks the cooperation of the church.... For if the
state places a claim on the energies of the church, so it does in
the name of the nationality (Vglkstuin), and here the church finds
the starting point for its assent (Ja) to the total claims of the
state.... Thus the church can and must give a fundamental, whole-
hearted assent to the Hitler state.^”

That the mission leaders were capable of almost unlimited self-

deception was revealed in a piece prepared for readers abroad by

missions scholar Julius Richter. He explained how Hitler was

reconstructing the nation on the basis of Vglksgemeinschaft and his

aim was to establish "a totalitarian state" in which all efforts in

the the fields of religion, education, economics, politics, and social

life would be coordinated under one unifying will and directed toward

one goal.

The Christian Church is looked upon as the soul of this
totalitarian state, to supply it with the indispensable
religious and moral stamina. This definitely is part of
Adolf Hitler's program.^'

Even though the mission papers and journals were replete with

examples of fawning before the new order (and this was the case with

most church periodicals in 1933) and a few isolated individuals took

out party membership, it would be wrong to accuse the mission people

of being National Socialist in their basic orientation. However, the

pervasiveness of volkish thinking in these circles provided a point of

contact and softened them up for the disaster that would eventually

overtake Germany and them as well.

The Vglkslsirche Concept

Nineteenth-century German missiol ogical theory had been

influenced by romantic concepts similar to those picked up by volkish
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thinkers. Thus, the Lutheran confessional ist Karl Graul who became

head of the Leipzig Mission in 1847 incorporated a strong element of

romanticism into his thought and de-emphasized pietistic subjectivism

and individualism. He used terms like German EicentOm l ichkeit

(pecularity) and Vplksgeist (Volk or national character), and set

forth the idea of a social organism in which church and Volk could

grow and develop together a feeling of community. Confessional ist

Wilhelm L6he of Neuendettel sau portrayed the church as the crown and

fulfillment of the development of the natural human communities.

By the end of the century the key concept in German missiology

had become that of the Vplkskirche ("national" or "people's" church).

The creation of these would lead to the Christianization of whole

peoples and the ultimate victory of Christ over paganism. No one was

more forceful in expounding the Vplkskirche ideal that Germany's two

leading missiol ogists, Gustav Warneck (1834-1910) and Julius Richter

(1862-1940). Warneck, first a pastor, then executive of the Rhine

Mission, and finally a freelance scholar with an honorary appointment

at Halle University, established the study of Christian missions as a

scholarly discipline. (He called it Missipnswissenschaft; today it is

known as missiology.) He founded the Mlaerneine Missions- Zeitschrift

in 1874, the major scholarly journal of missions in Germany, authored

the magisterial synthesis of mission theory, Eyangelische

Missipnslehre (1897-1903), and fostered cooperation among the German

missionary societies. Richter was a pastor and prolific writer on

missionary topics who succeeded Warneck as editor of the AMZ and

produced a multivolume history of Protestant missions. He held the

first chair of missions at Berlin University and was an active

participant in the ecumenical movement.^^
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Warneck, Richter, and their disciples held that the directive in

Matthew 28:19 to "disciple all nations" (Greek, panta ta ethne) meant

that not just individuals but entire peoples (Vblker) must be won to

Christ. They did not see a people simply as the sum total of the

individuals in a particular group, language, or state but rather as a

Vplisstum, one that consisted of organic relationships with distinct

sociological features and ethnic qualities. Volk individualism thus

took the place of the individual person in pietism.

As for the church, although it stands on the Word of God, it must

be incorporated into the lives of the various peoples. This meant the

believers were to be formed into churches which were firmly rooted in

the indigenous culture, and they in turn would gradually draw in their

entire people. Instead of functioning as an imported institution, the

church would root itself in the customs and structures of the people,

and these would exercise a determining effect upon how the church

developed. In building a congregation the national character and

indigenous social and cultural institutions would be as important as

the ministry of the Word of God and the sacraments.^^

The most significant exponent of the relationship between church

and Volk in German missiology was Bruno Gutmann (1876-1966). He

attended the Leipzig society's seminary where he was deeply influenced

by Karl Graul's legacy, the pioneering work of social psychologist

Wilhelm Wundt on the relationship between a people's psychological and

spiritual development and sociological background, and pastor-

politician Friedrich Naumann's efforts to link social service efforts

to national concerns. Gutmann's studies included linguistics, art,

mythology, culture, law, history, and sociology, all disciplines that
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helped him to analyze the inner life of the people among whom he was

to labor. In 1902 he went out to German East Africa (Tanganyika)

where he took up a ministry among the Chagga people who lived in the

vicinity of Mt. Kilimanjaro. Apart from two furloughs in 1909 and

1930 and a four-year absence resulting from the British expulsion of

the German missionaries in 1920, Gutmann served there until his

retirement in 1938.

The newly-arrived missionary was disturbed by the process of

disintegration and detribal ization that he saw taking place among the

Chagga because of two external forces, European and Islamic

civilization. He reacted strongly against this and fought it as best

he could by word and deed. He was, as historian Marcia Wright put it,

a "tribalist" who held that divinely ordained differences existed

between races and nations. Thus, he emphasized congregational and

rural community development rather than the institutions that would

contribute to modernization such as Swahili language schools and

European-style church organization with "national pastors."^^ When he

returned home after World War I, he perceived that a similar kind of

disintegration was occurring in Germany's rural communities as well.

The voluminous writings that flowed from his pen during the next few

years dealt with problems in both places, since he saw them as part of

the same phenomenon, the ravages of civil ization. 23 rp^Q universities

awarded him honorary doctorates for his scholarly work, and it was

discussed widely in missiol ogical circles.

Gutmann developed his theory during the first decade in

Tanganyika and attempted to put it into practice there. His chief

concern was to build an independent, organic Christian community among

the Chagga and root the gospel as deeply as possible in the life of
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the people, the Vplkstuin. He believed that missions should not tamper

with this basic unit, because it had developed under God's creating

and superintending hand. The traditional tribal culture was the

manifestation of an inner spirit (Vplksseele) which was ordained by

God, and it instilled in the members of the tribe a number of social

virtues, such as a "willingness to follow," "readiness to sacrifice,"

"care for others," "readiness to take responsibility for others'

actions," and "readiness to come to an understanding."^^

In the tribal group community life was based on common origin,

that is, blood relationship and the common occupation of the same

soil. This was the natural, God-given aboriginal foundation which was

valid for all times. To tamper with this organism would result in

great harm, and the task of missions was to help the Africans to

preserve and strengthen their indigenous linkages and structures

(yplJssprganj). He identified these as "primordial ties" (ur tflml iche

Bindungen), and argued that they characterized all human relationships

and no one should try to escape them. They should be preserved and

transfered to the Christian community instead of replaced with

European structures.

He emphasized three of them among the Chagga— the extended family

or clan (Mppe), based upon blood (Blut) relationship, the neighborhood

(Nachbarschaf t) where members of different families lived together and

shared the same ground (Bodeg) , and the age-groups which he redesigned

to be Schildschaf ten, mutual, interdependent associations where friends

stood together in war and peace. These primeval ties provided the

"point of contact" through which the gospel could travel into the life

of the people. The church would utilize the God-given structures of
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society to serve the gospel and to incorporate members into the body of

Christ, and at the same time it would make these the focal point of all

social undertakings.25

Ernst JSschke maintained his colleague was wrongly accused of

making a pact with the "Blut und Bpden theology" of National

Socialism, and Gutmann insisted himself that he had derived his views

from the New Testament and Luther's Shorter Catechism. 26 But, it is

clear that he had been far more deeply affected by volkish thought

than he realized. As Johannes Hoekendijk shows, several critics

called attention to this but the leading lights of German missiology,

among them Professor Julius Richter and Berlin Mission Society

director Siegfried Knak (1875-1955), strongly supported his position.

Richter praised the effort to uphold the primordial ties of a Volk,

claimed Christianity was shaped by the soul of the Volk, and

acknowledged the correlation between missiological theory and the

current emphasis in Germany on race, blood, and soil. 27 his book

Zwischen Nil und Tafelbai (Between the Nile and Table Bay, 1931) Knak

drew a parallel between the eternal ideas of creation and historical

events and argued they were both rooted in the Volk. The division of

the world into peoples was part of God's creative scheme, and missions

honored the Creator when they respected the Volk. Missions were not

to introduce a homogeneous world civilization but rather obliged to

deepen the distinctive character of the various peoples. This would

enable them to unfold in the manner that God wanted.28

Neuendettel sau missionary Christian Keysser (1877-1961), who

served from 1899 to 1921 in Papua New Guinea, developed a similar set

of views to Gutmann's and identified with him. He returned home after

the expulsion of the German missionaries from New Guinea, earned a
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doctorate at Erlangen, and taught for many years at the Neuendettel sau

seminary. Like Gutmann, Keysser was a prolific writer who authored 10

books and 300 essays during his long career. The most famous work,

Mne Papuagemeinde (A Papuan Community, 1929), is a description of the

methodology he utilized to win a primitive village community to

Christ, and today he is greatly admired by the Church Growth Movement

centered around Donald McGavran and Fuller Theological Seminary which

arranged to have the book translated into English with the dramatic

title A People Reborn. In his introduction McGavran claims Keysser's

discovery that the best possible way for a people to come to Christ

was with its "social structure intact" is a good expression of the

"homogeneous unit church" principle.^^

Keysser spent over two decades as a "Papuan among the Papuans."

He lived within the village, mastered the language, and learned the

group's customs. Only after fifteen years did his ministry have

"visible results," but eventually the whole community came to know

Christ. He maintained that God permitted the existence of national

and racial differences and the missionary was bound to respect the

peculiar characteristics of the people among whom he ministered.

Moreover, rather than just win individuals the missionary must

endeavor as much as possible to preserve the Vplksstruktur, while

replacing the aboriginal religion which serves as the social glue with

Christianity. Keysser criticized traditional mission work for being

"churchly" and called for a volks tOm l ich methodology that would give

new life to the people. This involved both the bringing of individuals

to Christ and the shaping of the social milieu by Christianity. The

proper pattern was to proceed from the Old Testament which portrayed a
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Volk religion to the New Testament which stressed individual faith.

The organic connection of men and peoples as set forth in the Old

Testament was the precondition for the redeeming work of Christ, and

this made possible salvation for all through him. Nevertheless, God

did not desire the disruption of the natural ties, and the Volk or

tribal church was both the will of God and a vital necessity.^®

Unlike Gutmann, Keysser saw in the "national movement" of Nazism

the fulfillment of his conception of mission. His ideology enabled

him to accept National Socialism as a "gift from God," welcome its

campaign against "individualism," and to identify with the pro-Nazi

Deutsche Christen (German Christians) in the Protestant church.^^

Thus the romantic volkish ideology had borne bitter fruit.

Culture Versus Civilization

A second volkish emphasis that found an echo in missionary

circles was the antithesis between culture and civiliation. The

distinction was popularized after the war by Oswald Spengler in his

Decline of the West (1918-22), and as mentioned earlier it was on the

lips of every volkish thinker. Gutmann in particular made hostility

to Western civilization a cornerstone of his intellectual edifice.

For him the difference was between a "structure" and an "aggregate,"

Whereas in a society with culture there was an inner spirit

(Vplksseele) that expressed itself, civilization was merely a

collection of co-existing individuals who were linked to one another

by their material needs. In a civilization the spiritual order of

culture was replaced by a dead, mechanical system of laws that served

expediency, while a culture was bound together by race and soil. 32

Another characteristic of civilization was individualism, where
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man was organically alone and separated from the wholistic, primeval

order of creation which above all was characterized by human

interdependence. This cut the members of the Volk off from their

roots and converted them into aimless, lonely, unhappy individuals for

whom life no longer had meaning and purpose. It also involved

proletarianization, the replacement of human values with things, and

the depersonalization of human relations through money.33 Hoekendijk

contrasted the two extremes in Gutmann like this; "Civilization

—

individual ism— sel f-suf f iciency—organization—society—the masses;

culture— the personality—bound together with one another—organism

—

community— a people. "34

The volkish rejection of the West found its echo among such

people as Gutmann and Keysser. In fact, the latter described the

impact of civilization upon the inhabitants of New Guinea as a "deadly

danger to the natural constitution of the people." In 1934 he wrote

that Hitler was a co-belligerent in the struggle against civilization.

The FQhrer was striving for God's cause because he "so energetically

placed the Volk and the life of the Volk above that of individualism."

The missionary added that this revealed "National Socialism had

consciously or unconsciously based itself upon the Old Testament. "35

As Hoekendijk suggested, what Keysser had done was to transform the

pietist concern for the care of souls into the care of the Vplkstum

and then to link this to the struggle against civilization. Thus,

post-war cultural pessimism had found allies among the missiol ogists

in the contest against "democracy." Knak only reinforced this

contention when he said a parallel existed between Gutmann's struggle

against civilization and the National Socialist enmity toward the

French Revol ution. 36
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The Volksnomos

The third volkish idea that attracted attention in missionary

circles was that of the Vplksnginps. It was popularized especially by

the amateur theologian and journalist Wilhelm Stapel (1882-1954), a

conservative, romantic, volkish theorist who edited a right-wing

periodical Deutsches Vplksturn. He was a prolific writer on

nationalistic themes and one of the early adherents to the German

Christian movement. Stapel and his imitators taught that there is a

two-fold revelation of God, law and gospel. Law is God's original

revelation in creation and suffices to teach man to serve God and

order his life morally. There are various creation orders—marriage,

parenthood, family, clan, state, race, and Volk—and these are

governed by the divine law. Inherent in the Volk is a divinely

prescribed natural constitution, a Npmps, which is the customs,

organic laws, and values that distinguish one people from another.

This primordial constitution, the law of life which corresponds to the

nature of a Volk, is labeled the Vplksnpmps. It is what makes an

aggregation of individuals into a people, a Volk.

God also reveals himself in Christ the Redeemer, who died to

rescue mankind and transform the lives of individuals. Stapel saw the

Npmps in a heil sgeschichtl ich sense, in that it not only gives the

people its form and possibility of existence but also opens the way

for salvation through Christ to reach them. The Npmps of all peoples

is directed toward the birth of God's Son and this enables

evangelization to take place. Fulfillment and redemption of the Npmps

is found in the gospel message of Christ crucified. On the other

hand, the gospel does not abolish the national Nprnps. Each one

continues to be valid and authoritative. Because the gospel does not
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stand opposed to the law rooted in the Volk, it is apolitical and

makes no demands upon the state nor does it determine the moral

character of the polity. 37

As Wolfgang Tilgner and Hoekendijk show, the YoIJssnpmps concept

influenced Gutmann and Keysser, and the liberal Gerhard Rosenkranz of

the East Asia Mission utilized it to develop a missionary strategy for

expressing Christian principles within the Chinese context.38 Richter

himself wholeheartedly endorsed the idea in a book published in 1934.

Referring to Stapel's formulation, he declared that the ethos or Npinps

of the various peoples has developed through the centuries and

provides the foundation on which the societies are built. In the

Npmps "the basic experience of the race finds its characteristic

expression." He went on to question whether missions could bring a

"Christian order of life" as such to a people and asked; "Could there

be an independent Christian ethic apart from the ypljcstuin and the

cultural situation?" His answer was that it would be better simply to

penetrate the "heathen order of life with the Christian ethos and

enhance and strengthen it rather than destroy it. "39 Two years later

he approvingly associated Stapel's idea with the "especially strong

emphasis" on race, blood, and soil in Germany, and stated it was "a

fact" that "Christianity was shaped by the Npmps of each people in a

distinctive fashion; each heard, so to say, from Christianity a

special melody that confirmed the people's soul."

The basic problem with the Vplksnpinps form of natural theology

lay in placing the creation orders as a source of revelation on a par

with Scripture. Moreover, sin was seen not as a broken relationship

between God and man but rather as an inner-worldly phenomenon, the
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breakdown of the ethical-ethnic integration of a Volk. Sin was a

matter of interpersonal relations. The Word of God was forestalled

from speaking judgment on the evils of a people, and in effect the

voice of the church was silenced. That fit perfectly into the Nazi

understanding of what the church's public role should be.

Christian Missions and th^ Third Reich

It seems clear that the adoption of the volkish ideology by

leading segments of the missionary establishment was one of the

factors that weakened the resistance of German Protestantism to the

seductive appeal of National Socialism, In fact, Knak proudly

proclaimed that the church in its missionary outreach "in no way

stands in opposition to the sense and intent of the Third Reich" and

"joyfully affirms" it.

With compelling force, German missions recognized the
significance of the Vplkstum for mankind and history.... Long
before there was a Third Reich, German missions saw its task to
help check the destructive, dissolving forces at work among the
foreign peoples and bring them to a new understanding of their
volkish and racial distinctiveness. They would not be able to
grasp the gospel fully if they became the spiritual slaves of
Western cul ture.... The value of the distinctive volkish
character, which the Third Reich intends to protect, has been
proclaimed abroad with convincing clarity in the gospel
message. 42

Keysser expressed delight that unlike before when "we had become so

unyftlkisch and therefore so ungodly," the person who now emphasizes

the Volk and its life instead of individualism is a champion of God's

cause. He added;

Thank God that National Socialism reigns today. One is most
heartened and hopeful, since it has with the greatest energy
placed Volk and Volkstum above all forms of individualism.
Thus, it stands consciously or unconsciously on the basis of
the Old Testament. 43

Georg Hammitzsch of the Leipzig society went so far as to praise
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Hitler's movement for combating Bolshevism and wanting God, Christ, and

heaven and to say that the FQhrer "feels dependent upon God's approval

or disapproval." Thus, missions with their emphasis on family, clan,

tribe, race, and communal life confess their joyous agreement with the

Yplksgerneinschaf t Hitler wishes to establish, and they "are the best

ally of National Socialism in the area of caring for the Vplkstuin."

Missions also practice the FQhrer principle, either by upholding

existing tribal rulers or individual missionaries themselves serving

as the "leader (FQhrer) of their charges who believe in Christ." And,

missions agree with the Nazis in having an awareness of the danger of

"intel 1 ectual ism" and practicing a lifestyle of heroism and self-

sacrifice.

Yet, in spite of their compromises the missions theorists had not

surrendered completely to the National Socialist ideal. Knak declared

that the church through its instructional function would protect the

German people from an unjustified intensification of the volkish idea.

Although racial differences exist and they will not be abolished

through conversion to the Christian faith, and missions must warn

about race mixing and not teach the equality of men in this world

because the New Testament does not teach it, still there is one gospel

for all peoples and races even though it will have various forms of

expression. Missions make clear that all peoples are fallen and blood

must never be made the standard of religious truth or the source of

religious understanding. Every race and people need the gospel in

order to achieve the possibilities of their historical development.

Every people has the right to uphold its identity, and where the

gospel is correctly preached, it will serve as the life force for that

people. Nationality is of God, but every nationality will perish
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A C
without the gospel.

Regardless of its efforts to accommodate as fully as possible

with the new order, the missionary enterprise soon felt the heavy hand

of the totalitarian regime. In spite of what the pro-Nazi churchmen

assumed. Hitler and his henchmen had no more use for foreign missions

than they did for any other form of religious activity, and before

long the regime began to clamp down on the societies' fund-raising and

publication activities. Then, the government so restricted the amount

of foreign exchange available for supporting workers and mission

stations abroad that most of the operations either were terminated or

transfered to agencies from other countries, and the German

missionaries returned home. Moreover, several of the mission leaders

identified with the Confessing Church, which resulted in still further

pressure from the state.^^ It would be many years after World War II

before German missions could make any kind of a recovery at all.

The experience of the German mission theorists in using the

secular volkish ideology to convey Christian concepts was a sad one.

It contributed to the climate of opinion in which Nazism could

flourish, did little to advance the cause of communicating the gospel

to non-Christian peoples, and served to obscure the universality of

the Christian message. The idea of indigeneity in Christianity is

crucial but it will have to be achieved on some other basis than

volkish theory. That is the lesson to be learned from the disaster of

German missiology.
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^^Arno Lehmann, "Die deutsche evangelische Mission in der Zeit des
Kirchenkampf ," Evangelische Missions-Zeitschrif t 31 (1974): 53-79,
105-28, is the most complete treatment of the fate that befell the
missionary enterprise in the Third Reich.
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an apprehension of existence that revolves around the poles of divine

judgment and divine salvation, giving the divine answer to this demotric

and guilty disharmony of man and the world.

THE PROBLEM OF NATURAL THEOLOGY 1 pf

This fact of the universal religious consciousness of humanity and

of its products and achievements has been a serious problem for Chris-

tianity sirjee the beginning. For a very simple and obvious reason.

Christianity as the religion of revelation is necessarily at close grips

with the problem of truth. The Apologists and Fathers of the first

Christian centuries propounded two opposite solutions to the problem;

either they assumed the operation of diffused reason (logos spermatihs)

in the non-Christian world or they denounced the non-Christian reli-

gious world as the product of demonic influences.

The most massive attempt to embrace the religious life of mankind

and the Christian revelation in one harmonious system of thought

has been Aquinas's hierarchical system of the sphere of natural and

rational religious truth and that of the supernatural and superrational

realm of revelation, on the assumption that the first grade of natural

theology has the function of a praeamhula fidei and a prxparatio evangelka.

The main objection to this imposing system is not that it is rationalistic.

Its value lies rather in its legitimate endeavour to recognize the rights

of reason and of the undeniable human urge for ordered and progressive

life, and so to vindicate that rationalism within due proportions has

a valid and important place in human life and thinking. Thomas Aqui-

nas did not aim at rationalizing the data of revelation. He was too

good a Christian not to maintain the mystery of revelation, for in

his opinion a "vetula" (an old uneducated woman) who lived by the

mysteries of the Christian revelation had deeper knowledge and certi-

tude about the fundamental problems of existence than his beloved

philosopher of antiquity.

The fundamental weakness of Thomas's system is, from the stand-

point of Biblical realism, a religious one. Under the influence of Aris-

totelian philosophy he entertained an intellectualist conception of reve-

lation, considering it to^fFer a s^t^gt-Superniturartruths, inaccesSble

to" reason (for example, the Trinity). This conception is a denial of

the existential and dynamic character of Biblical revelation. Further

than that, in order to construe his harmony he made the order of
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grace and revelation a perfected stage of nature and of reason. Gratia

non tollit sed perfidt naturam (grace does not abrogate but perfects nature),

was his maxim. In doing this he destroyed th^ insuperable barrier I

between natural ancTiuperriatural trufh that he previously erected, I

and ignored—a fundamental religious mistake—the fact that, according
I

to Biblical realism, the opposite of grace is not nature or reason, but
j

sin. The real cause of this unpardonable mistake is that his starting-

point is the ontological conception of Greek philosophy about God,
that God is Pure Essence and the Unity of all Being—and not the
prophetic voluntaristic conception of the Bible. The urge for rational

unity of thought was the impelling force in his ontological hierarchy

and drove him into the arms of philosophical monism, setting the
religious life of mankind and the revelation in Christ in the relation

of horizontal grading to each other. The revelation in Christ, however,
is vertically related to all human religious life and wisdom, because
it is the "wisdom of God" which is "sheer folly" to the Greeks, and
not the perfection or crown of human reason or religion. In Thomas's
system revelation and its content becomes, logically speaking, a much-
needed supplement to the insufficiency of reason in the realm of super-
natural truth, and not the crisis of all religion and all human reasoning,
which it is in the sphere of Biblical realism.

.

The opposite standpoint is the subject of vigorous theological debate
in the last ten years. Karl Barth's theology is an energetic endeavour
to assert and lay bare the exclusive nature of Biblical religious truth
as wholly sui generis. Its outstanding merit in the present deluge of
relativist thinking is that it states the problem of revelation as a matter
of life or death for Christianity and theology. It is deeply sensitive

]

to the radically religious character of Biblical realism and proclaims
;

it with prophetic aggressiveness and fervour. Its voice deserves the
most serious attention to-day, because this theology offers a much-
needed purification of Christian thinking.

The way in which this special revelation in Christ contradicts and
upsets all human religious aspiration and imagination is an indirect

indication of its special and sui generis quality and significance. The
protest which all philosophies and religions have raised, raise and will
raise against the cardinal elements of the Christian faith demonstrates
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that the God of the philosophers and the scholars, however lofty their

conception may be, is not the God and Father of Jesus Christ. i'

To sum up, from the standpoint of Biblical realism the attitude to- g
wards the non-Christian religions, and likewise the relation of the

Christian Church to the world in all its domains, is the combination ^
of a prophetic, apostolic heraldship of truth for Christ's sake with a

priestly apostolic ambassadorship of love for His sake. The right atti-
*

tude of the Church, properly understood, is essentially a missionary %
one, the Church being set by God in the world as ambassador of His %
reconciliation, which is the truth that outshines all truth and the grace

'

that works faithful love.

POINTS OF CONTACT

Whenever the problem of the missionary attitude towards the non-

Christian religions is discussed, the "point of contact" inevitably ap-

pears on the scene. The task of a good missionary is naturally considered

to be that of eagerly looking for points of contact. Every missionary

who has his heart in his work is all his life deeply concerned about

points of contact. His apostolic and missionary obligation and desire

to reach men with the Message, to stir a response, to set the chords

of men's inner conscience vibrating, to find an entrance for the Gospel

into their minds, to "make the way ready for the Lord," foster this

concern. This concern is legitimate and should not be weakened by

the knowledge that no mortal man can work faith in God and in Christ

in another man, and that it is the Holy Spirit alone that can work

faith and "convince of sin, righteousness and judgment."

One might state this important aspect of the problem of concrete

points of contact in this somewhat unusual way; that there is only

one point of contact, and if that one point really exists, then there

are many points of contact. This one point of contact is the disposition

and the attitude of the missionary. It seems rather upsetting to make

the missionary the point of contact. Nevertheless it is true, as practice

teaches. The strategic and absolutely dominant point in this whole important problem,

when it has to be discussed in general terms, is the missionary worker himself.

Such is the golden rule, or, if one prefers, the iron law, in this whole

matter. The way to live up to this rule is to have an untiring and

genuine interest in the religion, the ideas, the sentiments, the institu-
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tions—in short, in the whole range of life of the people among whom
one works, for Christ's sake andfor the sake of those people. Whosoever disobeys

this rule does not find any real point of contact. Whosoever obeys it

becomes one with his environment, and has and finds contacts. Obedi-

ence to it is implied in the prime missionary obligation and passion,

to wit, preparing the way for Christ and being by God's grace a pointer

to Him. Only a genuine and continuous interest in the people as they

are creates real points of contact, because man everywhere intuitively

knows that, only when his actual being is the object of humane interest

and love, is he looked upon in actual fact, and not theoretically, as a

fellow-man. As long as a man feels that he is the object of interest

only for reasons of intellectual curiosity or for purposes of conversion,

and not because of himself as he is in his total empirical reality, there

cannot arise that humane natural contact which is the indispensable

condition of all real religious meeting of man with man. In these condi-

tions the door to such a man and to the world he lives in remains
locked, and the love of Christ remains for him remote and abstract.

It needs translation by the manifestation of the missionary's genuine
interest in the whole life of the people to whom he goes.

The problem of the concrete points of contact is thus in its practical

aspect to a very great extent a problem of missionary ethics, and not

only a problem of insight and knowledge.
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life itself. As one labors daily, in whatever

sphere, within the home or without, one

may be serving God.

This vision of vocation helps Christians

to realize extensive areas of mission. It

points to the common activities of life as

ways and means by which ministry in the

name of Jesus Christ may be dbne. Twenti-

eth century Christians often undergo sev-

eral job changes or vocational switches

during their lives. But the future may be

faced with confidence when one perceives

the call of God in the midst of these

changes of life.

5. STEWARDSHIP. One of the most
powerful legacies to the Christian church

from Old Testament Judaism is the con-

cept of stewardship. As early as Genesis 1,

the story of the Garden of Eden, humans
are told to “fill the earth and subdue it; and

have dominion over the fish of the sea and

over the birds of the air and over every

living thing that moves upon the earth”

(Gen. 1:28). Humanity receives a measure
of power over the resources of the world.

Yet there is also the reminder: “God said,

‘Behold I have given you every plant yield-

ing seed . . . every tree And to every

beast of the earth, and to every bird of the

air, and to everything that creeps on the

earth, everything that has the breath of

life, I have given every green plant for

food.’ ” (Gen. 1:29-30; italics added). Hu-

mans are “stewards” or “overseers” or

“managers” of the gifts given. They are

“over nature” but “under God.”

At their best. Reformed churches have

appropriated the stewardship concept

comprehensively. They have seen the

Christian duty to manage the resources of

God responsibly, to be good stewards. They
have seen that responsible stewardship in-

volves a commitment of one’s time, energy

and talents to serve the greater glory of

God. The concept of stewardship is trivial-

ized in our churches when it is reduced to

only an appeal for money during “steward-

ship campaigns.” Instead, one’s whole life

itself is the arena for God’s glory. Calvin’s

personal seal epitomized this with its flam-

ing heart in an open hand extended in

offering to God.

To be a responsible steward means that

all activities of life will be related first and

foremost to the purposes of God. Thus Re-

formed Christians have sought to minister

in the church and in the world to the press-

ing problems of their cultural contexts.

Using God-given resources, churches

have addressed and ministered to specific

issues of oppression, poverty and injustice

as well as to the giant global concerns such

as hunger, the environment and world

peace. This has been done in and with the

preaching of the gospel of Jesus Christ, for

responsible stewardship in the reformed

tradition impels the church into its mission
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and ministry as “servants of Christ and
stewards of the mysteries of God” (1 Cor.

4:1).

THE THEOLOGICAL TRADITIONS of

our churches can significantly inform our

understandings of our churches’ ministries

and missions. Resources from the

churches’ best theological reflections serve

to undergird and give integrity to the ac-

tions of men and women of the Reformed
faith who actively minister for Jesus Christ

throughout the world.

When we make out our personal or fam-

ily budgets, we have a category marked
“Contributions.” Under that heading we
put our donations to church, civic groups,

charities, and, perhaps, our school or local

educational TV station.

Each one of these organizations tries to

coax us to open our hearts and wallets.

Each proclaims its need for existence.

Each tries to convince us that it has a

unique role in the life of the community.

As we come to the time for church

pledges, we need to ask ourselves what is

unique about the church. What does the

church do that no other organization can

duplicate?

Although we answer this question fre-

quently, most of the time we answer sub-

consciously and in generalized fashion.

If we feel the church is doing a “good

job” and if we are involved in its activities,

we are likely to take our stewardship func-

tion more seriously.

At least once a year it is useful to exam-
ine these generalized feelings long enough

to come up with a list of what the church

specifically offers.

MANY OF THE SERVICES the church

provides are similar to those of other orga-

nizations — food for the hungry (Meals on

Wheels), a warm and friendly place for

social needs (community centers), infor-

mation on religion (college classes) and

counseling (professional guidance centers).

These are areas in which the need is so

great that we can be glad that our churches

are a visible part of efforts to treat people

with love and care. In addition, it is their

sense of Christian compassion that makes
many of our members volunteer for these

other organizations.

The church provides a unique setting for

these human services — accessibility.

Many people who cannot bring themselves

MRS. HUMPHREYS is an active mem-
ber of First church, Morgantown, W.Va.

Readers will remember her article on

the Creation stories in our May 24 issue.

We minister as responsible stewards, us-

ing in service the gifts God* has given. We
carry out our missions through our individ-

ual callings and through the calling of the
church itself to the service of Jesus Christ

who is the Lord of history. We minister not

alone but together, with the people of God,

chosen to do his will and to seek to carry

out his purposes in this world God created.

All of this is done for the greater glory of

God to whom be “glory in the church and in

Christ Jesus to all generations for ever and

ever. Amen.” (Eph. 3:21).

to go to the professional counseling ser-

vices will approach a pastor for the help

they need. Many people who are too em-
barrassed or too proud to go where many
others are openly receiving help will enter

a church when they are desperate.

The church has been recognized histori-

cally as a place of refuge. There is a deep
recognition that within its walls is some-
thing not to be found elsewhere. The word
sanctuary has a special meaning for those

in need of its safety and care.

Beyond the services that the church
shares with other agencies exists another

kind of activity that has deep personal

meaning for those who participate. This

activity is clearly distinguishable from
that of other groups.

For example, the Red Cross provides a

life-saving service with its Bloodmobile,

but it does not provide Christian education

for our children. The church does.

The youth programs sponsored by Unit-

ed Fund agencies give wholesome recrea-

tion and career guidance to thousands of

young people every year, but they do not

serve a community of believers.

Many groups put on fine programs, but

none has the quiet joy of a Christmas Eve
candlelight service, the mystic sadness of a

Holy Week Tenebrae service or the fragil-

ity and freshness of a children’s church

choir.

The church reaches into our lives and
into the whole world to provide the unique

setting and unique activities that give

Christianity its meaning. Every time we
give to our church, we affirm our belief

that the church’s unique role needs to exist

and continue. Every time we withhold sup-

port, we say that it doesn’t matter very

much.

Instead of lumping all contributions un-

der one heading we can see that our giving

to the church deserves separate consider-

ation. If we are to keep the church’s singu-

lar role in the community and in our lives,

we have to support its existence and

activities.

The choice is ours.

7
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l.ord to bruise him.” No proximity to the human euiuhtiou is more

poignant than that. It is too lifelike to be mistaken tor vs h<it it is, a

full-blooded encapsulation of the original divine intention tiod

through him would know our plight and feel our soirovv )esus is

God 'in full engagement. Put to grief in the unspeakable .ig,onv ot

human sinfulness, Jesus is the definitive measure ot tiod's

"numbing" capacity to take on our suftering, the Siilteiing Ser

vant now unenviably receiving the double sa/a/ ot ( iod and human
beings. The Suffering Servant is God's self portrait, and oui un

tkiltering self witness.

Our perception ot this truth is indispensable to our obtaining

a right and tulfilling relationship with (iod Redemptive suffering

is at the very dire of moral truth, and the prophets were all

loucheil by its tearsome power Hut only One embodied it as a his-

loiical exfH'iieiue, although all, including the Prophet of Islam,

walked in its shadow I hose who consult their hearts will hear for

themselves the persistent ordinance proclaiming Ciod's ineftable

grace

The I.egacy of'l). I . Niles

Creighton Lacy

vangelism is witness. It is one beggar telling anolhei beg

M -^gar where to get food.”' FTnv C hristians who h.ive heani

that aphorism can identify its source; even tewer lould ulenlitv,

bv time or nation or vocation or publication, the poweitul e\an

gelist D. T. Niles. In a sense it is not a representative tigure ot

speech, tor Niles's grateful obedience to |esus t hrist poured toith

in a life of energetic service and joyous faith

For all the ecumenical conferences and distinguished [nilpits

that kept D. T. Niles "on the go,” he said very little .iboiit himsell

"I am not important except toCiod,” he once wrote, ,iiul a bit latei

"We who speak about Jesus, must learn to keep i|uiet about oiii

selves.”’ Nor did many friends and conlem[>orai ies say miu h

about the man, they were too busy listening to the nu'ssage ot ( lod

he proclaimed in word and deed.

Niles's Life and Ministry

Daniel rhambvrajah Niles was born ne.ii laltn.i, ( e\ Ion (now Sii

Lanka) in 1908, a fourth-generation t hnslian His gusit giaiul

father had been the first Tamil bapti/.ed in tlu- Aim'iii.in Hoard

Mission in 1821; his grandfather was a Methodist minister Mis

mother died when D T. was only a year old, but his lather's re-

marriage eventually brought eight younger siblings to be lareil

tor l argely on that account, his father wanted Daniel to br come

a lawyer. It was a Hindu mathematics teacher who, on the very

day ot law-school registration, persuaded the fattier that D I

Niles should enter the Christian ministry, aiul tliat (itul would

look after the family.

The year that he graduated from what is now Hniteil Iheo

logical College in Bangalore, South India, Niles atteiulerl the

Quadrennial of the Student Christian Movement (St M) tor liuiia

Burma, and Ceylon. Even then, in 1933, W. A. Vhssr-i 1 1 loott, one

of the principal speakers, took note of a young Ceylonese student

who was concerned with how the SCM might become an ettective

evangelistic force. Five years later D. I . Niles was the youngest

delegate at the Madras Conference of the Internation.il Missionary

Council, paired with Henry P. Van Dusen in llu- workshofi on

1 he Faith by Which the Church l-ives.” Fen years and a worlil

war—after that Niles delivered the keynote address at the touiul

mg of the World Council of Churches (WCC ) in Amsterdam He
addressed the Second Assembly at Evanston in 19.S4 aiul was i ho

Creighton Laiy is Professor of World Christianitu in the Ihi'inth/ Sihool of I hike

University, North Carolina. As a hilbright Research Scholar he s/ieni two years in

India and fiublished two books on contemporary social thought Tire t oiiscieiKc

of India and Indian Insights: Public Issues in Private Peispislive

sen to replai e tlu> assassinaterl Martin I uther King, Jr., to address
tlu' Uppsala Assembly in 1988.

Meanwhile Niles had earned a lioctorate from the University

of London, server! as general secretary of the National C hristian

i ouiu il ot t eyion and as first chairman of the Youth Department
in the Woild ( oiinnl of C hurches, planning and organizing the

World >011111 t onterr'iues in Amsterdam and Oslo. Frtrm 1953 he

occupied, ( oiu urrently, posts as executive secretary of the WCX’
Dr’partment ot Evangelism, principal ot Jaffna Central ('ollege,

['astor ot St Peter's ( hurr h in Jaffna, and chairman of the World's

Sturlent ( hi istian Federation I hat link from local church to world

C hristian i omimmity was typir al At the time of his death in 1970,

D I Niles was exet utive secretary (and chief lounder) ot the East

Asia ( hristian ( onterenie (F'ACC), president of the Methodist

( hurr h ot ( eyion, aiul one of six presidents of the Wrrrid C’ouncil

ot ( hurr lies

In bi'tween these peripatetic commitments he shared a riose

par tnr'rship with his wile, I )ulcie, helped to rear two sons both ot

wliom I'liteierl the ministry, was the first "younger churchman”
to orr upy the Harry F'mersrm Fosdick Visiting Professrrrship at

Union llu'ologiral Seminary, New Yrrrk, and published nearly a

score ot books. "Gor! never gives gifts withrrut seeking to give

himself along with them,” he wrote. "Those who minister . . .

must jurlge their suctess not by how much service has been ren-

rlererl but by how many have been led to Ciod.”' Niles would
surely apply that measurement to his own activities.

I he Work of an Lvangelist

I) I was above all an evangelist. "Fivangelism is the prr)clamatirm

ot an event, it is also an invitation to an encounter"' "Evangelism

is the inifiact ot the Gospel rm the world"^ "Evangelism is not

something we do, it is something God does."'’ "Evangelism hap-

[>ens when ( iod uses anything we do in order to bring people to

Him in Jesus C hrist"'' "
t he recovery of wholeness— that is the

purpose ot evangelism"" "In our part of the world, the preacher,

the evangelist, is engaged in tlie w'ork of disrupting people's

lives."'' If there is an ambivalence in these sentences between

God's role and ours, it is inherent in the writer— and in theology.

1) I Niles was an Asian and a Christian—who thought in terms

ot both/aml rather than either/or.

( )ne ot Niles' major contrilnitions was the Friending, not the

rontrasting, of liastern and Western thought, of "orthodoxy" and

"lilreralism "
I his can Fx* seen in the diverse men who influenced

him most profoundly. At tlie age rrf eleven Niles heard the great

missionary ot the Middle Fiast, Samuel Zwemer. During his Fiii-
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ropean studies, soon after meeting Visser 't Hooft, he became at

quainted with Hendrik Kraemer and Karl Barth, who "befriends

Niles" (as a son later wrote).'® John R. Mott visited India in 1437

Even closer associates and ecumenical colleagues were Pierre

Maury, one-time head of the Reformed Church in i rance, and

John Baillie, whom Niles regarded as a "mediating bridge" be

tween East and West.

In India Niles deeply appreciated C E Andrews, E. t He

wick, and E. Stanley Jones, who tended to stress the immanetice

of God, and Paul David Devanandan and M M Ihomas, com

mitted to the social application of the gospel Niles himself ac-

knowledged the contrasts insightfully:

Hendrik Kraemer and Paul Devanandan are the two men to whom
I am most indebted for the way in which I have learned to .study

other religions and to be in normal converse with adherents ot these

religions. Kraemer taught me to approach other faiths and to enter

into them as a Christian; Devanandan taught me to see and under

stand the Christian faith from the vantage ground ot other faiths."

Add to these contemporary "gurus” the influences that Niles

absorbed by osmosis from his Asian and Chrisfian environment:

worship in the Eastern Orthodox tradition, the hymns of C harles

Wesley, the mysticism and devotion of Hindu jiuwa tnar;^a and

hhkti mar^a. As his son Dayalan described him, "Niles was cer

tainly no systematic theologian in the technical sense ot the

word."'- Rather, he chose a pragmatic stance in dealing with both

local and ecumenical issues, a kind of action/reflection model

"His overall frame of reference is Methodist as opposed to the

early Barthian dialectical position.""

Interpreting the Bible and Christian I’aith

1) r. .Niles drew abundantly on Scripture, for illustrations as well

as quotations. Many of his addresses and published works were

frankly, deliberately Bible studies: for example, l iving with llu’CiO>

;>i7 ( 1437), ^liuhi’s in Genesis (1458), /Is Siriny llw lnvii<il>lt‘ ( I4(il, an

interpretation of Revelation). "1 cannot claim either adei|uate

scholarship or accuracy of method," he modestly stated, "but

I

these essays] at least represent what happens when I read my Bi-

ble One of the earliest of such studies, Rcrti/niy the Hihh iodai/

(1455), has been translated into at least filleen languages In il

Niles revealed clearly his modern, open approach to Siriptures

I ruth need not be taken literally, he said, as when his two-year

old son from a tropical clime described snow as "somebody

throwing flowers."'" The opening words of Genesis were w ritten,

he believed, "by a group of men belonging to the priestly families

ot Israel at that time in exile in Babylon with their people In his

Beecher Lectures he declared that "the Genesis account ot man's

sin IS an account which seeks to make plain the nature of sin atul

not Its origin."'^

"Some people treat every word in the Bible as ei|iiallv true

and inspired, and do not ask why and when it was s|'oken I his

mav lead to very wrong ideas about God."'" Eor God is the hero ot

the Bible stories, the evangelist explained, not individual men and

women; God speaks and people answer, rather than merely re-

cording the human quest for the divine. The Bible, he continued,

gi\ es us the word of God as news, as law or demands, as faith

In short, "the adventure of Bible reading is in praying the Holy

Spmt to lead us to that point in the conversation between God and

man at which we can hear what God is saying to us today

Central to the Scriptures, to all ot Christian faith, tor Niles,

•>tood Christology. "Both the New Testament and the (.)ld lesta

mt nt," he wrote, "are about Jesus Christ and from jesust hrisf

A'- important—nay, as imperative—as the obligation to love may-

be, he affirmed in reply to J. A. T. Robinson's Honest to God, "it is

essential to hold this command to love in conjunction with the

command to believe in Jesus Christ.

At the same time -and here emerges the paradox of all who
engage in sincere interfaith dialogue

—
"the issues of Salvation and

Damnation cannot be stated in terms of men's belief or unbelief in

the special revelation of C hrist: they can only be stated in terms of

the outreach of the work and ministry of Christ himself."^ "To

speak about the finality of C’hrist is not to tie oneself to where his

name is actually pronounced."^" "There is no Saviour but Jesus

and they who are saved are always saved by him. That is true

without qualification."” "fhere is no salvation except in Jesus

( hrist, but who shall decide how and in what guise Jesus comes
to men and Haims their acceptance!"” To some this is the hidden

or anonymous C hrist, to others it is the universal word of God.

Doctrinal debates, which divided the early church and still

protluce fissures in the body of Christ, merited little concern for D.

1 Niles. Intellectual arguments about the preexistent Son or the

"two natures" dissolved for him into a personal experience of the

Savior Ehe question, he wrote, is "not whether our understand-

ing of God is illumined for us by the person, teaching, and work

of Jesus C hrist; nor whether in him is found a supreme illustration

of Ciiul-consciousness; but whether our faith in God is such as to

find its one possibility in him."^^ "The crux of the finality issue is

whether or not in Jesus Christ men confront and are confronted by

the transcendent God whose will they cannot manipulate, by

whose judgment they are bound, and with whose intractable

presence in their midst they must reckon."”

In like manner also Niles offered fresh, empirical insight into

the true meaning of the Trinity. "The Christian faith is no simple

lesus-religion," he declared in the Lyman Beecher Lectures; "it is

faith ill God the Lather, God the Son, and God the Eloly Spirit, one

Ciod in three persons. Trinity in unity and unity in Trinity. But

there is no way to the largeness of this faith except through faith

in lesus ( hrist."” In other addresses, however, Niles made very

I lear that the Eriiiity represented not a distinction within the God-

head, but a significant distinction for the work of salvation."" Con-

verts were—and should be—asked not simply. Do you believe in

lesus Christ? but have you received the Holy Spirit? Citing Ro-

mans 8:26-27, the evangelist insisted that, while Jesus establishes

us in relation to (ioil, "it is only the Spirit who is able to maintain

us therein."" Or again, the downward movement of God in cre-

ation and providence is revealed in Christ's incarnation, suffering,

and death; the upward movement of the Holy Spirit (and the

Huirch) is manifest in his resurrection and ascension.” Finally,

within the Lrinity, "The Holy Spirit is the missionary of the gos-

pel It is he who makes the gospel explosive in men's lives and in

human affairs. ""

" Ellis Jesus whereof we are witnesses" comes to us initially

and personally in worship, in devotion. Niles's sermons drew

copiously on hymns by Charles Wesley, on poems by Words-

worth, Donne, and many others, on devotional literature from the

Last Would that we had collections of recorded prayers from this

man of God, but they must have been profoundly private. The
world church owes a lasting debt to D. T. Niles for conceiving and

gathering the liturgical wealth of the Orient in the EACC Hymnal

and writing the words for forty-five of the entries. "Even a hymn-
book or a book of prayers is a form expressing a given unity," he

once wrote.

"

In one of his Lyman Beecher Lectures, Niles quoted a Chris-

tian student as tleclaring that devotion to Jesus brings deliverance

from "seeking the good life," from "obedience to a moral ideal."”

Yet in the same address he cautioned against substituting renun-

ciation for real righteousness, piety for practice. Furthermore, he
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once warned, 'There is a difference between olfeiing beauty to

Ciod in his worship and worshipping beauty in the miise ol wor
shipping God."’*

Our fellowship with Christ can only be niaiiitaiiieil, Niles

would insist, within the fellowship of the chun.li I his is not, as

previously indicated, a condition for .salvation but it is (or the

Christian life. "The object of evangelism is convei sion," Niles de

dared, "conversion to Christ and personal ilisci[>leship to him
But involved also in this conversion are conversion to the ( hris

tian community and conversion to Christian ideas and uleals"’^ In

tact, he went on to explain, the normal order ol mission priorities

should be a welcome to the community (proselyli/alion), an m
vitation to discipleship (evangelism), aiul a Iranstoi m.ilion of val

ues (Christianization).

1 believe fully," Niles wrote on another occasion, that a dc‘

cision to follow Jesus Christ is inextricably linked u ilh the dec ision

to become a member of the Christian Church '

1 aith is the tailh

of a community,"’’' and he cjuoted approvingly Kail Barth's tamil

lar pronouncement; "One cannot hold the Chrislian faith without

holding it in the church and with the church"*"

The Centrality of the Christian Church

Nevertheless this serving community, according to Niles, must

never be mistaken for the institutional church 'Men can only be

loved into God's kingdom, they cannot be organi/ed into it," he

said.*' With a gentle ciig at preachers he suggested, in the Warrc'c k

Lectures in Scotland, that the laity, the people ot ( iod, earn their

nght to preach by the daily lives they lead, wheic-as the orclaiiu'd

clergy does not have to renew its professional ciedentials *^ Simi

larly Niles had little use for sectarian divisions '

I he tinality ot

Jesus Christ," he declared, "is a standing judgment on clenomi

national separateness."*’ In Upon the i.arth he told the devastating

story of the immigration officer who mc|uired about a mission.ii v's

religion: "Yes, Madam, Christian but what damnation?""

I'he real test of the church's faithfulness to t lirisl i?>, ot

course, its activity in the world. "
I hose who au used 1 hm ot rev

olution put Him on a cross," Niles told an auduMue ot "conserv

ative evangelicals"; "those who accuse I lim ot nonsense [mt I hm
in a .sanctuary'. "*’ Both individuals and the community are called

to radical discipleship, Niles constantly atlirtned "

I his song ot

Mar\' (Luke 1:46-53) is still the song of the C hristian revolution

This song we must sing, even though we are surprised that it is we
who must sing it."**

For this quiet little man from Ceylon, the essential involve

ment of Christians in the world has abuiulant biblual saiution

Leaven does not function by itself apart from the flour; salt is not

used to turn fish into salt but to keep tish tresh 'as fish"*'’ A hos

pital should never be "a stalking hor.se tor evangelism,"*" and pie

sumably the same dictum applies to mission schools I he light ol

the world (Matt. 5:14)—both Christ aiul his disciples— meant "a

lamp shining in the street and not one burning in the .sanctuarv
"*'’

I his lamp, he wrote cm another occasion, must be filled with oil,

its wick trimmed, within the sanctuary, but not left there"' Most

startling of all perhaps, most challenging to the coiiqilacent con

gregations of our day, Niles declared: " Fhe answei to the prob-

lems of our world is not Jesus Christ. 1 he answer to the problems

of the world is the answer that Jesus t hrist provided, which is the

Church '"'* That bears reflection—and action!

With his own rich family heritage 1) I Niles vv.is, of course,

keenly aware ot the missionary contribution Many of his c losest

friends and mentors and colleagues were missionaries, from a

broad ecumenical spectrum. He knew tull well the importance ot

the foreign mission enterprise in the past, but also its ongoing im

perative. Yet he did not ba.se his commitment on the Great Com-
mission or "in terms of what God has done for the evangelist but

in terms of what Ciod has done for the world; not in terms of a

command to be obeyed but in terms of an inner necessity to be ac-

cepted"*^

As a prodiic t of the missionary era, Niles was grateful and un-
deistanding His son remarked on one occasion that there was
"no critic al and negative evaluation of the colonial age in his own
immediate writings, " and then went on to attribute this charitable

outlook to "the optimism of grace."*’ Yet his address to the world
C hristian community at the Evanston Assembly of the WCC con-

tained this loving rebuke: "
I here is a world of difference between

themissionary who comes to proclaim the truth of the Gospel and
the missionary who comes to care for a people with the care of

lesus C hrisr’"'* "To^peak of a missionary is to speak of the world,

to speak ot a fraternal worker is to speak in terms of the Church.'"**

One of his earliest, most popular volumes (for the Student Vol-

iintc-er Movement in 1951) also chided gently; "Lhere is a ten-

dency tor missionary agencies to be concerned exclusively with

tlic^J^liufch 111 the missionary land rather than with the land it-'

self"** "A missionary is primarily a person sent to a w'orld and ncit

to a cluirc h not so much a person sent by a church as by its

Lord."*’

Prociaiming the Faith

I he loving, caring, serving dimension has always been integral to

C hristian missions, along with proclamation. What has emerged
as new during the lifetime of 14. I . Niles has been the emphasis on
dialogue with persons of other faiths Here the influence of Asian

colleague's and Asian cultures has merged with Niles's biblical,

originally neo orthodox theology His Lyman Beecher Lectures at

Yale in 1957 broke [rrecedent, not only in lieing delivered by an

Asian, but in tackling direc tly the Hindu, Buddhist, and Muslim
"refusal ' ot the ( hristi.m proclamation—never an "apologetic"

even in the tc'chnical sense. "Fhe Christian Faith can be pro-

c laimed, " Niles insisted; "The other faiths can only be taught."**

I lie- lecfiirer constructed his treatment of "the preacher's

task" by asking three friends in other religious communities to

identity their "stone of stumbling." For the Hindu this was the in-

carnation, for the Muslim the cruc ifixion, for the Buddhist the res-

urrection 1 hen Niles himself outlined five ways of proclaiming

the gospel "to unbelief and other belief": replacement by the use

of polemics, fulfillment through comparative religion, transfor-

mation by conversation, judgment in dialectic (applied to Chris-

tianity as well as other faiths), reconception through cooperation

(and sympathetic understanding). "There is true and essential

discontinuity," he said; "the Christian mes.sage cannot be grafted

upon other beliefs or added to them.'"” Yet in all of these, D. I .

was convinced, "there are many who have not accepted him as

their Lord and Saviour, and refu.se so to accept him still; but even

they are within the rule and saving work of CJrrist."*"

Unlike his Indian friends and associates, Devanandan and

1 lioinas, Niles said very little about specific social and political ap-

['lications of fhe gospel. FYir him sin was "an offense against God's

sovereignty," not imperfection or disease or ignorance, but "an

essential wrongness in man which only God's power and love can

make right It is fallen man, he wrote in another context, who is

( (instantly "searching for the laws of his being in the realm of so-

ciology and c'conornics."*^ He paid tribute to the Christian ethics

of Keinhold Niebuhr as "more profound than that of any other be-

cause he maintains without wearying the tense dialectic between

law and grace, justice and love."*’ Many years ago D.T. declared

that "the gospel seed must be sown into the furrows of life."''*
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"His salvation is no simple salvation of the soul It is a salvation of

the whole man. It is not a salvation of persons only It is a salvation

of the whole universe. It is not just a salvation of the Christian

community. It is a salvation of human history

Thus Niles was naturally distressed by racism in any form

and place. "In Africa," he wrote, "new wine is being put into (he

old bottles of racial attitudes between colored and white and

the day will not be far when they will be burst He was con

cerned with the impact of political systems on spiritual freedom

In an imaginary dialogue between Buddhist and C hristian stu

dents he voiced his own conviction that "
. . some, like the com

munists and the war-mongers, advocate further acts of injustice as

a means of achieving justice."*^ On the other hand he wrote, the

democracies of the world promise the maintenance of humati

nghts; Jesus promises the maintenance of God's sovereignty. .

No human cause is identical with his cause.

In the student dialogue, however, he expresseil his own dis

satisfaction with moral prescriptions in these wonls:

Goodness demands that 1 do the lesser evil. No, goodness de

mands that I do no evil; and when circumstances ton e me to i hoose

the lesser evil because I must be gimd, then it is that I am in the grip

of moral tragedy. . . . Don't you see that ... a purely ethiial lor

mulation of religion leads to a sense of frustration.'"

D. T. Niles clearly preferred theology to ethics. Yet only one

slim volume was written as a deliberate theological treatise, a

reply, or what Niles chose to call a "sequel," to Bishop J A I

Robinson's Honest to Cod. In that polite but indignant rebuttal

Niles sharply rejected Robinson's claim of presenting the "sub-

stance of the Christian faith in more adequate terminology,"

though he conceded that it might appeal to some readers who
would not otherwise listen. At the same time he categorically re-

jected the views of lillich and Bultmann and even Robinson's

interpretation of Bonhoeffer.

Niles' objections cannot be discussed at length here, but these

ought be briefly mentioned. The obligation ot love is msutficient,

for Niles, apart from the command to believe in fesus ( hrist

Universalism cannot be proved or disproved beiause it involves

both God's love and the human being's answei to (lod in lesus

ChristT' The concept—and reality - of religionless humankind
cannot be dealt with apart from the micial deiision in lesus

C hrist.- Since all religious experience is dependent in some way
on God's initiative, God's action, there must be some other lu'ss,

some distance, beyond the individual and beyoiul history. "Selt

transcendence is depiendence on transcendence itself"^’

As previously stated, Niles was not a systematic theologian

If he was predominantly an evangelist, he was preeminently a

preacher I hree of his most important books represented distin-

guished lecture series on preaching: Preaching the Gospel of the Res-

urrection (Bevan Memorial Lectures at Adelaide, Australia, 1952),

The Preacher's Calling to Be Servant (Warreck Lectures in Scotland,

1959), and I he Preacher's Task and the Stone of Stumbling (Lyman

Beecher Lectures, Yale, 1957). Yet all of these—as previous quo-

tations may indicate - were themselves sermons rather than lec-

tures; they defined the homiletical task by doing it, by proclaiming

the gospel in its relationship to the world and to various cultures.

In this they were indistinguishable from other books produced for

other audiences. Indeed, as Niles himself affirmed in Adelaide,

"fo us who have been waylaid by God's call, preaching is

power.

Little has bi'en said in this article about family life or travel,

about ecumenical conferences and administrative offices. To a

uni(|ue degree the legacy of D.T. Niles remains in his spoken and
written words. Ihe effectiveness of those words in thousands of

lives, C hristians and others, lay in the fact that they reflected the

word of (lod. I hat word was first received, accepted, proclaimed,

and lived by Niles himself. "Often we are so concerned to tell the

good news that we miss hearing it," he once wrote.” That was
never true of 1) I Niles "Essentially," he declared, "it is insight

that is waiUed, the sight within and from within, for the truest un-

derstaniling of the Christian gospel comes only as one accepts and

believes and enjoys."”

Equally important, he never failed to translate that word into

the experience of his hearers. "It is not the meaning of Jesus Christ

which must be stated in contemporary terms," he asserted; "Jesus

himself, in his concreteness, must be seen as contemporary."”

That contemporary Christ was affirmed by Niles as inclusive, de-

cisive, redemptive precisely because he reveals for us an Eternal

God "I do not believe that God is because prayers are answered;

prayers are answered because God is. I do not believe that God is

because sorrows are healed, he is, even when sorrows go un-

healed"”

"The basic fact on which everything depends is not whether

I love God but whether I le loves me, not whether 1 believe in God
but whether He believes in me."” "Meaningful living, then, is to

live en rapport with the purposes of God for us and for the

world.""" Measured by this standard, D T. Niles had a meaningful

life—and legacy.
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Noteworthy
The World Council of Churches has

elected Emilio Castro to succeed

Philip A. Potter as General Secretary

on January 1, 1985. A pastor of the

Evangelical Methodist Church in Uru-

guay, the 57-year-old Castro grailu-

ated from Union Theological Seminary

in Buenos Aires, Argentina, and stud-

ied for one year under Karl Barth in

Basel, Switzerland.

For the last 1
1
years he headed the

World Council's Commission on

World Mission and Evangelism and

was editor of the liiternutkmal Rcvieio of

Mission. I le left that post last December

and is completing requirements for a

doctorate from the University of Lau-

sanne before taking up his new re-

sponsibilities

In reporting on his election as

Cieneral Secretary, The Nno York Times

said that Castro has been widely

praised for infusing the World Council

"with a purpose that springs from his

own dedication to evangelism. When
he begins his five-year term in January,

he is expected to bring this concern for

winning souls with him as a strength

in dealing with more conservative and

evangelical Christians."

In July 1981, the International Bul-

letin of Missionary Research published

"Mission Today and Tomorrow: A
Conversation with Emilio Castro," in

which he gave his views on a broad

range of issues in world mission today.
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